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Bernard Zakheim, born in 1896 in Warsaw, Poland, became a greatly admired artist
in California. Among his most acknowledged works were the 14 frescoes created
at the University of California, San Francisco, 1936-1939, in which he depicted the
transition of medical practices in California from the earlier medieval and mythical
methods that evolved into the modern scientifically-based practices of healthcare
at UCSF. This year is the celebration of that excellence in education and standards
of medicine as UCSF acknowledges its Sesquicentennial (1864-2014). However,
Zakheim’s artworks included more than 10,000 paintings and sculptures depicting
his life experiences in Poland and America, during which he was traumatized by
the prevailing anti-Semitism, loss of 300 members of his family in the Holocaust, and
rejection by his family because of his pursuit of art instead of continuing the 10generational ancestral tradition as a rabbi.
The author, Robert S. Sherins, MD, alumnus of UCSF, School of Medicine, Class of
1963, has published a thesis on the subject of Bernard Zakheim’s artwork and
biography, emphasizing the famous frescoes created at UCSF in 1936-1939 that
were painted on-site in Cole and Toland Halls. The Zakheim’ art projects were
sponsored by SERA, the California “State Emergency Relief Administration.” The
manuscript contains 824 illustrated pages in 8-volumes, and a bibliography. This
work will be archived at UCSF, Kalmanovitz Library, Special Collections and
Archives and made freely available to the public. Copies of the thesis also are
archived at the California State History Library in Sacramento, California; UCLA
Chancellor’s Archives and the UCLA Biomedical Library; and the Huntington
Library, Rare Book Collections, in San Marino, California.
The Origin of the Zakheim Family Name
The origin of the Zakheim surname can be traced 16-generations to 1659, in the
town of Ruzhany, Commonwealth of Poland-Lithuania. Rabbi Sholem was
executed by the town’s Christians for a crime that he did not commit. The town’s
leaders claimed that the Jews had murdered a small child in order to use the
blood of the child to make their matzos.
The events leading to the martyrdom began in the spring of 1659 just before
Passover in the small Polish-Lithuanian town of Rozana (Ruzhany). The body of a
murdered Christian child was discovered in the yard of one of the Jewish families.
The entire Christian community rose up in anger and soon the story began to
circulate that the Jews needed the blood of the child in order to make matzos.
This was a repeat of the "blood libel". A court was convened to find and punish the
guilty person or persons. Since the perpetrators were unknown, the entire Jewish
community was sentenced to death with the provision that the death sentence
upon the community would be lifted if the guilty party confessed. The Jews rightly

believed that the dead child was purposefully and maliciously placed in the yard
of a Jew.
The Jews were in turmoil, since they did not know who had committed the deed.
In fact, none had. What could they do? The Jewish elders tried, but could not
come up with a solution to their problem. There was no reasoning with the local
Christians, who were led by religious fanatics.
In order to spare the entire Jewish community, the town's two Rabbis, Israel and
Tuvia, confessed to the deed and were sentenced to death – sparing the
remaining Jews of the town. Grateful for the reprieve, the Jews tried to think of a
plan to save the two Rabbis. A committee was formed and they were sent to the
king of Poland, who had sovereignty over the region. The committee members
hoped to plead their case and thus obtain a pardon for their two wrongfully jailed
religious leaders.
The emissaries traveled for many weeks in order to reach the Polish court. They
spent months trying to obtain an audience with the king. When they were finally
granted an audience, they pleaded their case so eloquently that the king granted
a pardon for both Rabbis. Joyously the emissaries began the arduous return
journey home. Their spirits were buoyed up by the fact that they were carrying the
written pardon for their leaders.
As they neared their destination, they realized that the next day was Rosh
Hashanah. So they stopped in a nearby town to pray and to wait until after the
holy day so that they could proceed on their journey. So are the Hebrew traditions
on the Sabbath and holidays.
On Friday September 9, 1659, the second day of Rosh Hashana, the execution was
carried out. The emissaries had arrived with the pardon, but it was one day too
late.
Rabbi Sholem was claimed a martyr by the Ruzhany Jewish community. Rabbi
Israel had three sons; all of them were Rabbis. They took a surname, “Za'k,”
derived from the Hebrew letters Zayin and Kuf, which represent the words Zera
Kodesh meaning “Holy Seed.”
One of the sons, Rabbi Shimon, composed a special prayer in memory of his
father. The prayer is recited by members of the family during the religious service
on Yom Kippur.
After several generations the name Za'k became Zakheim with the ending “heim”
taken from the Hebrew haym meaning “they are.” So the name Zakheim means
“they are of the holy seed.” In the ensuing 5-centuries the surname has been
transliterated, but all of the versions relate to the origin name, Za’k. Examples of
the surname transliterations: Sachs, Sack, Sackem, Sacken, Sackey, Sackheim,

Sackim, Sackin, Sacks, Sakheim, Sakhejm, Sax, Zack, Zakham, Zackhim, Zackian,
Zackim, Zackin, Zak, Zakaim, Zakem, Zaken, Zakheim, Zakhejm, Zakhem, Zakhen,
Zakyeym, Zakheim, Zakhin, Zakian, Zakim, and Zakin.
In 1986, George I. Sackheim and colleagues constructed a genealogical
Za’K/Zakheim family tree with historical commentary that contained over 16,000
names. The manuscript was so detailed and carefully edited that it required 2volumes and included 1,300 pages to encompass the full database of the family.
This family compendium required decades of research. From this tome, I was able
to reconstruct an ancestral tree for the Bernard Zakheim family (16-generations).

Google Aerial Map of Ruzhany, now located in Belarus
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Square of the 5-Synagogues of Ruzhany (Red-Marquee)
Inscriptions are written in Hebrew
Bernard Zakheim’s Youth in Poland
Introduction
As I delved into the details of the story that shaped the Toland Hall murals, I
became increasingly fascinated by the life of the artist, Bernard Zakheim. I felt
great empathy with his Eastern European Jewish family roots and the traumas
Zakheim suffered from the anti-Semitism; the Polish-Russian-German military
conflicts prior to and during World War I; and the devastating loss of his family
during the Holocaust and World War II. Bernard’s son Nathan by his second wife,
Phyllis Wrightson, related that before Bernard emigrated to the U.S. he had
pleaded with his mother, Brucha Malerstein, and relatives to leave Poland
because of the mounting anti-Semitic stirrings during the 1900 - 1920s. Zakheim’s
father, Mordecai, had died when his youngest child, Baruch, was about 10. Later
on in 1939, he returned to Warsaw to see the family once again and pleaded for

his family to leave Poland. His mother and family steadfastly refused to leave their
homes stating that God would provide for them and that the Jews had survived
anti-Semitism and pogroms for centuries before. His family was gravely mistaken.
By the end of World War II, the lives of some 300 members of his extended family
were snuffed out in the gas ovens, firing ranges, ditches, prison camps or shot on
the streets of the cities and countryside of Germany, Poland, Lithuania and
Ukraine. During the time of my birth in 1937, I knew of none of those matters. It is
only because of the intensity of my own genealogical research that I learned
about the dozens of my own Russian ancestors, who were murdered in Ukraine by
police, KGB, or Ukrainian civilians and military. Some were imprisoned just for being
Jews. Others were shot and thrown into mass graves, covered with lime and
forgotten.
Nathan Zakheim expressed his opinion about his father’s attitudes toward
socialism, Communism and atheism, by stating that his father had such lifelong
anguish after the devastating loss of his parents, siblings and other members of his
extended family during the Holocaust that he no longer had any faith in God; a
God who would permit the murders of his spiritually devout family. Bernard
Zakheim was sensitive to the plight of all workers and to the mal-distribution of
wealth. All of those emotions and ideas were projected into Zakheim’s artwork. In
1920, when Zakheim arrived in New York, he already spoke 8 languages: Polish,
Russian, German, Hungarian, Hebrew, Yiddish, Aramaic and the language of the
Chaldeans. English became his 9th language.
Because Zakheim had escaped from the German Prisoner of War camp, he was in
constant fear of being re-arrested. He adopted an assumed name, Buciek
Malerstein, which was his mother’s maiden surname. Zakheim went to great
lengths to maintain his disguise as shown in the images below.1
Bernard Zakheim rose above his life’s traumas to express in art his view of the
sinister world he lived. According to his son Nathan, Bernard did not like New York
and proceeded to Los Angeles and then to San Francisco. In the 1930s, he
proceeded to Paris to reconsider his life path. There he met Diego Riviera and
formed a lasting friendship. Rivera invited him to stay with him in Mexico. It was in
Rivera’s home that Bernard Zakheim learned from the master himself secrets of
creating outstanding murals. He had also learned the fresco art in Italy and
Hungary prior to his sojourn to Mexico. Zakheim returned to the U.S. creating
immense numbers of murals, sculptures and paintings, which involved myriad
subjects of ordinary people, Jewish life, Mexican peasantry and other art works
depicting scenes of the social unrest of the era. Later on, Diego Rivera and his
wife, Frida Kahlo, visited Phyllis Wrightson (2nd wife) and Bernard Zakheim at their
apple farm in Sebastopol, California. His works attracted great attention,
Nathan Zakheim, son of Bernard, provided the surviving documents from his father’s personal
records.
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sometimes too much attention. San Francisco Mayor, Fleishhacker, intrigued by
Zakheim’s work, used money gifted by the Coit family to support construction of
Zakheim’s fresco in Coit tower. Zakheim painted many other socialist scenes that
San Francisco newspapers exhibited readily. A great fuss was made and Mayor
Fleishhacker was quite embarrassed by the socialist displays and political
implications.
I was able to assemble data to confirm an accurate timeline of Bernard Baruch
Zakheim’s life. Books supplemented by online biographies also were used to fill in
other details. Undoubtedly, his son, Nathan Zakheim, issue of Bernard Zakheim and
his second wife Phyllis Wrightson, provided the most illuminating aspects of
Zakheim’s life and provided the author with direct access to the archived artworks
in his studio. Ruth Zakheim Gottstein, elder daughter of Zakheim with his first wife,
Eda Spiegelman, provided additional materials about her father and personal
interviews with the author regarding details of her father’s early life in Poland and
San Francisco.

Nathan Baruch Zakheim & Dr. Robert Sherins
Los Angeles, California December 11, 2013
Nathan Zakheim & Associates Art Conservation Studio

“Pacific Avenue Gospel”
Nathan Zakheim holds one of his father’s award winning paintings

Nathan Zakheim Restoration Studio

Life in Warsaw, Poland
In 1896, Bernard Baruch Zakheim was born to an Orthodox Hassidic Jewish family in
Warsaw, Poland. The family traced its Orthodox ancestry to the 17th century town
of Ruzhany (aka Rosana) in the Commonwealth of Poland-Lithuania. Bernard
Zakheim’s grandfather, Pinchos, had moved to Warsaw and established a very
successful and lucrative kosher slaughterhouse. Mordecai was not an Orthodox
Jew; he was a secular Jew. In fact, Mordecai was an exception in the long history
of 16-generations of Orthodox Zakheim’s since 1659 in Ruzhany, Poland. Despite
providing kosher meats to the Jewish community of Warsaw, he also sold the “nonkosher” hindquarters of the animals to the Polish military. Other records showed
Bernard’s birth year as 1898, but it was in error by 2 years (1896). Often in
genealogical research one may encounter multiple and conflicting information
due to changes of information, such as in avoiding military conscription or
enabling emigration or marriage.
Mordecai Zakheim married twice in Warsaw. With his first marriage to Mary Stein in
1874 there were 4 children: the first were boys, Isaja and Mosze, then 2 girls,
Natcha and Sarah. Sarah died after the last childbirth and Mordecai was forced
to find another wife to care for his children. He next married his first cousin, Brucha
Malerstein, the daughter of Joseph and Rachel Jonas Malerstein. Sarah was only
18 years of age when she married; Mordecai had an estimated age of 43. They
produced 6 more children: Eliezer, Tobias, Chava, Regina, Gucia and Bernard
Zakheim.
Despite Mordecai’s secular religious views, his wife Brucha raised the children in
the Hassidic tradition of her family. It was said that Brucha’s family claimed their
ancestral lineage back to King David (~1,000 BCE). In this ultra-orthodox tradition,
Bernard, as the youngest male child, was presumed to become the rabbi. Thus,
Bernard was enrolled in the traditional elementary school known as Cheddar. He
matriculated to the higher school of rabbinical education, known as the Yeshiva.
This level of education in Polish public schools would have been the Gymnasium.
However, the youngest son of one of the most prominent families of the Jewish
community of Warsaw was expected to become a rabbi.
So, Bernard Zakheim was enrolled in the strict instruction of the Yeshiva of Warsaw.
Classes began at 8:00 a.m. every morning and did not end until 8:00 p.m. Under
such training, Bernard learned to read, write and speak Hebrew, Aramaic and
Chaldean, the language from ancient Babylonia. At night, the family discourse
was in Polish or German, but never in Yiddish, the common language of
Ashkenasim in Europe. Yiddish was considered to be too low a language for their
refined family. Mordecai probably would have tolerated Bernard’s aspirations for
an artistic career, but his wife, Brucha, demanded that the children would observe
strict Hassidic traditions. Even as a child, Bernard sought to draw and to repair
broken items and rebuild them. He was mechanically inclined, as well as artistic.
But, to express his artistic interests in lieu of rabbinic training would not be

countenanced by his mother, Brucha. According to his son, Nathan Zakheim,
Bernard’s behavior was obstreperous and critical of rigid traditions whose eras
appeared to him to have passed.

Bernard Baruch Zakheim, Warsaw, Poland, Age 15
Dressed in suit and yarmulka2

Mordecai Zakheim, Warsaw, Poland3
Bernard Zakheim’s great grandfather, Jacob Moses Zakheim, had lived in
Ekaterinaslav (renamed Dnipropetrovs’k), married and had their first children:
2 sons, Israel Gershon and Benjamin, who became rabbis like their father.
Jacob’s family moved to Warsaw about 1840s. We learned this fact because
their youngest son, Pinchos was born in Warsaw. Apparently Pinchos was the
first of the secular Jews of this branch of the family and none of his
descendants became rabbis.
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Pinchos had 2 known sons, Mordecai Max and Israel. Little is known about
Israel, but Mordecai’s family history is reasonably well documented.
Mordecai’s family was in the kosher slaughterhouse business in Warsaw. They
were successful and wealthy. Mordecai married twice. His first wife was Mary
Stein. She had 4 children: Isaja, Mosze (Mussia), Natcha and Sarah. She died
early and Mordecai remarried his first cousin, Brucha Malerstein, when she
was only 18. The Malersteins were also among the Hassidic Jewish elite of
Warsaw. From the 2nd marriage, there were 6 additional children: Eliezar, Tuvia
(Tobias) Chava, Regina, Gucia (Gita) and Bernard.
From Ruth Zakheim Gottstein and her half-brother, Nathan Zakheim, I learned
that The Malerstein family also had great wealth and owned a kosher
slaughterhouse. The oral history from the family confirmed their great wealth
gained from the sale of the front-quarters of beef and lamb to their Jewish
clients and sale of the non-kosher hindquarters to the Polish military. It was
stated by Brucha Malerstein that her family was able to trace their Jewish
lineage back to King David and King Benjamin of the original Hebrew tribes.
Most of their ancestors were rabbis and better still, they were descended
from Levites, the priestly class. Marrying Mordecai presented some religious
problems as a 1st cousin, and Mordecai added the less-desirable, “secular,”
status to an otherwise ultra-Orthodox/Hassidic extended family. Mordecai
was clearly a secular Jew. Therefore, his 2nd wife, Brucha, maintained the
course of Jewish traditions in the family, sometime with extra efforts. That is
why she clashed so severely with Bernard when he declared that he was only
interested in becoming an artist and that he was not becoming a rabbi. Later
in 1984, Bernard Zakheim revealed in significant detail the distress in the family
over his artistic aspirations. This document is excerpted later on in the
manuscript.

Brucha Malerstein Zakheim With Children, Warsaw, Poland, Circa 1990s4
Lt to Rt: Tuvia (Tobias), Brucha Zakheim, Gucia, Regina, Chava.5
Baruch/Bucic (Bernard) was not yet born (his birth year was 1896)

Malerstein family photograph, Warsaw, circa 1890s
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All of them died in the Holocaust, except Bernard Zakheim (not shown in photo) because he
immigrated to America.

By the time Bernard was about 10, a seminal experience occurred at the Yeshiva.
Bernard must have done something that the rabbi disliked, because, the rabbi
was about to discipline him. In the scuffle, Bernard grabbed the Rabbi’s cherished
gold watch, the watch that perpetually dangled on a gold chain from his belt.
Said Bernard, “…if you wallop me, I will destroy your prized gold watch.” The rabbi
thought carefully, but in the end he let Bernard go free. Bernard was expelled from
the Yeshiva. And, that was the day Bernard Baruch Zakheim would no longer
become a rabbi – despite the stringent family expectations.
From Nathan Zakheim:
“…After his classes in the seminary were over, the youth roamed the
streets. Fascinated by what he saw and felt on the one hand and with
the pious preachments of his teachers on the other, he felt he was living
a double life. In school his associates were the sons of the rich, for there
were no schools provided for the children of the poor. After school
hours, he mingled with the dregs of a great city: the beggars and
thieves, the prostitutes and the poor, the misery that exists in an
impoverished district, full of color, vivid and heart-rending. Though he
himself did not suffer, the pangs of want, poverty beset him on every
hand. And, in the impressionable sensitive youth whose mind was in the
beginnings of an awakening, there developed a poetic understanding, as
well as the deep hurt, which come from a consciousness of man’s
inhumanity to man.”

“Before he was 14, he saw the price tags on the world’s goods, the frills
and tinsel, the hypocrisy and cant, the gulf between the rich and the
disinherited. His yearning for expression sought an outlet in an urge to
draw and paint. Simultaneously, there grew within him a rebellion against
the synagogue, which was seen to alienate his family and which
eventually led him into an unhappy state, alone and apart from the
world.”
“The youth was the youngest child of four brothers and five sisters.
Upon his father’s death, when the lad was 8 years of age, his mother
assumed complete charge of the packinghouse and ruled with an iron
hand. The business prospered and is still functioning under her control.
When Zakheim was 13 years of age, he became ill and contracted
pneumonia. In the vicinity was a Catholic hospital, to which he was sent.
During the period of his convalescence, he met many youngsters of this
faith, his own age and older. These contacts and the new ideas coming
with them resulted in completing the loss of his religion, which from the
influences gained ion the streets of his native ghetto, was already in the
process of disintegrating. His rebellion against the synagogue took

definite shape and he returned home a different lad that when he
entered the hospital.”
To the consternation of his mother, he announced he would not become
a rabbi [and] that he wanted to work with his hands. There was much
argument in the Zakheim household that day. It ended in a definite
breach with his mother. His request that he be sent to a technical school
was firmly denied. Instead, it was decided that he should be sent to a
high school of commerce, which was conducted by the Warsaw Stock
Exchange and to which were sent all the sons of the wealthy. He pleaded
with his mother to no avail. She remained adamant. If he would not
become a rabbi, he must become a businessman. For him, there was no
other choice, and so to the school of commerce the lad went and
immediately began trying to formulate a plan by which he could escape
the fate planned for him by his mother of eventually entering the
packing house and a future of commercialism.”
“Awakening Ambition”: The seeds of enlightenment, which came to him
from the city streets and his social consciousness, were growing.
Around him he watched the future moneygrubbers, who would later
grind down further the wretched poor, with whom he sad spent so much
of his leisure time. Thus, he realized and was now certain that never
would he become a businessman. Upon broaching to his matter the fact
that he wanted to be an artist, she was nonplused, angry. There
followed a tumultuous scene and she again put her foot down. There
would never be a mere painter of pictures in her family, not if she could
help it. To emphasize her argument, she quoted the 20th chapter of
Exodus: ‘Thou shalt not make unto thee a graven image, nor the likeness
of any form that is in the heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath,
or that is in the water under the earth, thou shalt not…’ Thus, the
breach between the youth and his mother became wider.”
”Secretly, after his regular school hours, he attended a technical school.
Here entirely unknown to his family, Zakheim learned the rudiments of
drawing, tool making and furniture design. For a time, the strife and
discord at home were ameliorated, but not for long. He again felt he was
leading a double life; his loneliness became intensified. Unable finally to
restrain his impulses longer, he demanded of his mother permission to
attend a school of applied art. The argument continued hot and heavy,
ending with her complete capitulation. He was not, he thought, able to
pursue his chosen path and the future seemed too good to be true. He
enrolled in a drawing class and began making sketches. This was in

1913. He was fifteen years of age. He began thinking of the Academy
where he would be able to study the fine arts in earnest. Far away were
the rumblings of the Balkan War, the developments from which involved
his native Poland and for a long period retarded his career.”
“The Academy was now his dream. His mother refused him the
necessary fees, which were far beyond his reach. In addition, he was
under the age requirements. Nevertheless, he did manage to obtain art
materials and was soon engrossed in making watercolors that attempted
to interpret the life about him. Some of these he sold. Others were
placed in local exhibitions. There came tone of the school exhibitions an
Italian sculptor, Enrico Gliecenstein. At this time, Gliecenstein had quite a
reputation, having made many busts of various European dignitaries,
including Pope Pius. Later the sculptor immigrated to America, where he
completed a bust of the then President Hoover.”
“First Recognition: Gliecenstein’s visit to the school of applied arts was
perhaps the decisive factor in crystallizing young Zakheim’s ambitions.
On viewing the exhibited works of the students, he was impressed with
a painting of a Polish stevedore. The author was sent for. It was
Zakheim. The sculptor expressed a desire to teach him the art of
sculpture gratis. This event caused quite a furor as many of the wealthy
parents of students ha offered Gliecenstein large sums to teach their
sons and he had refused every offer. For a year, Zakheim studied the
fine arts diligently under this sculptor until other interests caused
Gliecenstein to go abroad. By this time, the talent of young Zakheim had
become well publicized.”
“Despite the fact that many of his watercolors were purchased by local
dignitaries, his mother still remained firm in her conviction that there
would b no painters in her family. Fortunately there existed in the city an
organization through which the youth was to realize his ambition. There
had been established the Kahali Foundation, organized by an extremely
wealthy sponsor name Bloch to provide scholarship funds enabling
talented Jewish youths to attend the Academy, provided their talents
justified such aid.
It had been organized primarily to offset the charge that a conspiracy
existed among the Jews to confine their activities strictly to finance in
order to control the destinies of the Nation. Here where the infamous
protocols of Zion were forged, the way of the Jew was constantly
precarious. The directors of this organization, to whom some of

Zakheim’s work had been submitted, granted him the scholarship to
enter the Academy, although he was still under the age requirements.”
“Thus, at last Zakheim was able to study the fine arts of painting and
drawing to his heart’s content. This award provided tuition, materials,
and all expenses. In addition, he was able to maintain a small studio,
where he made many sketches and drawings of the scenes and that
interested him most. Also, there was no small satisfaction in
circumventing his mother’s plans for his future.”
“War Years: During those years the World War was in progress. The iron
heel of Germany had replaced the Russian yoke over Poland. The Imperial
armies were pouring across the country under General von Hindenburg.
Refugees from the Russian Revolution flocked into the city. There were
concentration camps of war prisoners in the vicinity. The life about the
young art student was a seething ferment of frenzied activity. In the
wake of the sweeping armies came the misery and despair of the civilian
population, the rumors of revolution in Poland, plots and counterplots,
political intrigue and all the horrors accompanying war insanity.”
“Life, His Studio: There were revolts of troops, wholesale slaughters.
Many of the young students were executed or thrown into
concentration camps. Among the latter was young Zakheim. He was now
twenty0ibe years old. He saw his own friends forced to dig their own
graves, shot, buried and forgotten. For nine months, he was held in
confinement where he was sent to work drawing illustrations of German
fortifications. His ability to draw was the determining factor, which
undoubtedly saved his life. Extremities that most “studio” artists dare
not even to read of, Zakheim experience at first hand. His fine sensitivity
received blow after blow without breaking He saw prisoners lined up and
every tenth man brutally killed with an iron bar to impress the
remainder. He saw female prisoners striped and beaten into insensibility
and in the incoherence forced to confess to crimes they knew nothing
of. This was war, and this was the studio of an artist. From here and
from the streets of his native ghetto came the strength so often
commented upon by art critics, which characterizes his work of the
present day.”

Bernard Zakheim, Circa 1920
Bernard expressed his wish to pursue art, which was adamantly rejected by his
mother. There were terrible verbal battles, from which Bernard inevitably was the
loser. No explanations or considerations would distract Brucha from her relentless
demands that Bernard was expected to become a rabbi. She and Bernard
entered crescendo battles without resolution.
Bernard’s father Mordecai added punishments, which included taking public
transportation to a new Catholic school to which Bernard had been enrolled. It is
difficult to fully comprehend the detrimental distress placed upon this young 10year old. For the son of a rich and envied family, Bernard was humiliated to be a
rich Jew in a Catholic environment. He experienced no empathy from classmates,
who often displayed anti-Semitic taunts. Likely the nuns were equally as strict as
Bernard’s former rabbinic teachers at the Yeshiva.
Mordecai died during this critical phase of his son’s youth. His father would have
been more understanding of Bernard’s interest in art, since he approached his
own life issues as a secular Jew, rather than as Hassidim. There are no documents
to attest to the precise year of his death, but surely Bernard was very much a
minor on his own recognizance when he lost his father. It must have been a
devastating blow to Bernard to lose his father at such a critical time.
In less than a year, Bernard left school altogether. He roamed the streets of his
Jewish neighborhood. Jews lived in less desirable sections of Warsaw; living near
the abattoir6 was not a highly sought after location. Bernard associated with local
street gangs, who were sometimes thugs. It is on the streets that he learned his next
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Religious Kosher slaughterhouse.

language, Yiddish, which was never to be spoken at his affluent home. He often
read the Yiddish newspapers to illiterate gang members.
Arguments at home escalated to the point that Bernard often did not sleep at
home; his mother’s expectations for his rabbinical career remained unrelenting.
From the wealth received from Mordecai’s estate, Brucha had to administer the
many businesses that she now solely owned. She began to use monetary sanctions
to further her influence over Bernard.
Bernard continued to draw during those youthful years. But,
it was an incidental meeting with Israel Joshua Singer that
altered his artist life forever. Like Bernard, Israel came from
an Orthodox Jewish family and his father, Pinchos Mendl
Zynger, was a rabbi. Warsaw had a huge number of rabbis
with respect to the size of the Jewish community. Israel
Zynger/Singer was the older brother of Izaac Baszewis
Zynger/Singer (Israel Bashevis Singer), who was a Nobel
Laureate for his Yiddish literary publications. They had an
older sister, Esther Kreitman, also an author of fiction. They
were born near Warsaw, which at the time was under the
suzerainty of Russia.
At the time of their meeting (about 1911), Israel Singer was about 20 years of age
(born 1893); Bernard Zakheim was about 15 (born 1896).
Israel introduced Bernard to the art studio of Abraham
Ostrzega. At the time Ostrzega was probably using the
studio of his own mentor, Henryk Kung, in Warsaw. For the
first time, Bernard witnessed magnificent drawings,
paintings, sculptures and the beautiful naked women, who
were posing for Ostrzego. This was a totally new and wholly
unexpected setting. Ostrzego invited Bernard to attend
classes, where he engrossed himself in the new techniques
and studies. For the next few years, Bernard continued to
excel in his artistic endeavors. Ostrzega is known to have
been in Warsaw from 1912, so these dates are reasonable
estimates of Bernard’s art experiences.
During Bernard’s teen years, he also studied at the famous Warsaw School of Fine
Arts. There are no documents to attest to his studies at that time.
To better understand the enormous geo-political conflicts within Europe at the time
of Bernard Zakheim’s artistic blooming, I wish to summarize a few facts about
Poland’s history. Poland became a nation state in 966 CE when the Dukes selected
Mieszko I to become their first king. He married a Bohemian princess, Dabrowka,

and adopted Roman Catholicism.7 Through the late 12th to early 14th centuries,
Poland was attacked by Mongol forces, but was reunified and began its greatest
expansion. Under Casimir the Great (1333), Poland flourished. In 1382, Jadwiga of
Hungary was elected king.8 A union with the Grand Duchy of Poland-Lithuania
resulted from her marriage to Lithuanian Duke Władyslaw II Jagiello in 1386. The
merger was fully unified in 1569 by the Union of Lublin, known in Poland as the
Rzeczpospolita. At its greatest extent, the Commonwealth of Poland-Lithuania
extended from the Baltic States to the Black Sea. It was a huge Nation-State.

Map Commonwealth of Poland-Lithuania, circa 16th century
The first democracy in the world was finally created at this time with fully elected
officers of the Sejm (Parliament) and king. Poland suffered greatly from the
incursion of the Swedes during the Counter-Reformation, as well as from the
incursions of the Ottomans and Tatars. As a result, they lost a great many of their
population in the process. In this weakened state, Russia, Prussia and Austria
invaded and occupied the Commonwealth. Eventually, there were 3 invasions,
known as the Partitions of Poland-Lithuania in 1772, 1793 and 1795. Finally, PolandLithuania ceased to exist on any map until the settlement of World War I (1918).
By the 19th century, Warsaw had become part of the Russian Empire. It was a
significant reason why Bernard Zakheim would have learned to speak Russian in
addition to Polish - thus becoming his 7th language.

7
8

The Duchies pre-Poland were pagan.
There was no Polish office of queen.

Warsaw was located with the Russian Empire, circa 1900
Bernard Zakheim became increasingly interested and espoused socio-economic
equality and freedom for humans in the world. He was a socialist. Actually at the
time, he believed in Russian Communism, which later on in his life he regretted.
Bernard was caught up in the social movements in Poland and joined resistance
units to fight for Polish Independence. He served in the Polish militia following
General Jósef Piłsudski, who was a leader in the Polish Socialist Party and fervently
believed in Poland’s free independence from their centuries-old occupation. He
fought to break away from Russia, Prussia and Austria, who ruled over the
Partitioned Poland-Lithuania since 1772, 1793, 1795. In 1917, Piłsudski, among
others, was captured by the Germans and became a prisoner of war. Bernard
Zakheim also was one of those imprisoned for having joined Piłsudski’s armed
forces.
According to Nathan Zakheim, his father escaped from the German P.O.W. prison
at least 4 times. During one of the escapes, he hid in the mountains of Hungary. At
that time, In order to survive, Bernard picked up some of the daily Hungarian
language – his 8th language. During Bernard’s other periods of imprisonment, he
relied upon his artistic skills for favors and better meals. He painted portraits of the
German officers as the bribe for those special privileges.

Bernard Zakheim (center) in German P.O.W. camp, circa 1917
After World War I, Bernard attended the Warsaw
School of Applied Arts, the Polish Academy of Fine
Arts, the School of Fine Arts in Munich, Garyman, and
the Poltechnicum in Danzig (Gdansk), Poland, before
immigrating to the United States. It was during his
tutorial years with Professor Enrico (Hanoch)
Glicenstein that Bernard Zakheim gained his greatest
training as an artist. Details of those experiences were
not written until decades later in California (1956),
when Bernard composed a very thoughtful memoir. I
noted that Bernard’s artistic styles very closely
resemble those of Glicenstein. These images will be
shown in later chapters of this manuscript. Such was
the incredible effect of the master upon Bernard’s art,
as well as the master’s admiration of Bernard, whom Glicenstein cared for
personally.

Politeknika Gdanska

Bernard Zakheim, World War I, Prison Scene, Poland, 19189
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From Visual Transformations, Mr. Albert Neiman: http://www.bernardzakheim.com/

Zakheim, “Jewish Fight Scene” Poland 191810

Zakheim, “Shalom Sewing Factory,” Poland 1920s11
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Ibid.

From Nathan Zakheim:
“…The daily routine of prison life and its brutalities would have
destroyed a lesser spirit, but Zakheim soared above. There developed in
him no bitterness, nor a heart overflowing with hatred, but a great
longing for justice for his fellow man. For nine months he lived in the
depths and then came freedom.”

“There was in his mind but one thought, to get away, to go to far places
and recreate his life. To the “free city” of Danzig he went; studied art
and architecture at the Danzig Polytechnicum. While there he met and
married Miss Eda Spiegleman, a young dramatist. The war memories
were to vivid; he found it impossible to begin again the thread of his life
so recently broken by his experiences in the war. And, so off to America
his path led him where he believed the horrors of the past would be
remote.”
My Memories of Professor Enrico (Hanoch) Glicenstein
By Bernard Baruch Zakheim, Farm Arts, Sebastopol, August 12, !956
“Today in Petaluma (California) at an Art exhibit and sale, I picked up a
folder about my professor of sculpture and art, Enrico (Hanoch)
Glicenstein. About 41 years ago, in Warsaw, Poland, Museum of Art
“Zachety Sztuk Pieknych,“ I saw the first man show of sculpture and
paintings and that was my first time to see: bronze, highly polished
black granite; terra-cottas, figures in wood. All these subjects were well
known to me, like the ”Prophet with a little dog in bronze.” Sculptures of
Jewish life and rituals and many varieties of medium, watercolors.
As a Jewish boy from the Ghetto, I was emotionally very shaken. It was
the second year of the first Word War. All my youthful years were
persecuted because I was a Jew and because the several of the war for
the Czar, the Jews were blamed for many more things besides not being
Christians and Christ killers.
And here a whole Jewish show by a Jewish artist, Henrik or Henrych
Glicenstein. I couldn’t help to over-hear two young architectural
students tell about the exhibit; they were not Jewish, one asked the
other about the art quality of the sculpture, the other replied, “…It is an
accident.”
11
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I got to know Professor Glicenstein. He was of small stature with a
goatee and enormous black eyes. He considered me just a street urchin;
maybe because of my looks, cloths or the neighborhood I came form,
the Krechmalna. I never dared to talk to him or ask questions. A year
later or so, I passed by and met his again. Suddenly he asked me if I
have found a studio for him? I remembered something he had mentioned
about a studio; only I couldn’t remember that I was asked to find a
studio for him.
Some how I was his student and he told me that I should consider myself
luck to be his student, because he refused a staggering amount of
money from one of the Jewish bankers for an apprenticeship for is
grandson, and I was his student for free.
The studio was located on Karewa Street near the Jewish theater Esther
Ruchel Kaminska. Among my duties was to get coal for the studio and
keep it warm and that meant to stand in line for coal and keep the clay
in the bathtub in a ready condition for modeling, and also to make
armatures from iron and wire skeletons for the next sculpture. Of course
I wasn’t given money to buy materials. I Just took materials from the
building structure.
My professor wanted to sculpt in wood. He ordered me to get a
carpenter to laminate (glue) boards together; rather the one leg was
cracked. I was to rough out the wood sculpture from a small clay model
and the maestro finished.
I wasn’t allowed in the main studio. Only a few times he invited me to
watch him work and I really must admit that I learn all that I know from
those few times in my apprenticeship, which was about two years
duration.
One time a woman wanted to be hired as a model. Since I opened the
door, I brought her in to the main studio. He told her to “Undress”. The
poor woman pointed at me. His angry reply was, “He is my student, and
I must see you nude before I hire you. Get out!” This was a great reward
for me and his consideration of me. The usual direct talks to me were
about the terrible punishments he received from his father, when he was
a child. He looked at me with is big owlish eyes.

The Germans occupied Poland and the Professor got commissions for
portraits in (in bronze?) from Graf (Duke) von Lerchenfeld, the political
commissar for Poland. I saw von Lerchenfeld with Trotsky in Warsaw,
when they negotiated the Brest-Litowsk treaty.
Glicenstein told me that he got von Lerchenfeld not to write in the
compulsory passports the religion of Polish subject –(that was a great
achievement).
Professor Glicenstein had a commission to make a portrait bust of Graf
von Ezdorf, General Governor of Poland. The general was very tall, about
six feet and some. He came for his sitting to the studio in his full dress
(uniform), although it was war garb, still it was a sight. This was in the
winter, very frosty. I came early. I couldn’t get in to make the studio
warm. The professor arrived, cold and angry. As usual, he asked me why
I was not inside preparing the studio for his Excellency? I didn’t dare to
tell him that I didn’t have a key. Of course, he was blaming me that I
misplaced the keys. We went to a locksmith to open the studio.
As it was, the locksmith, a Polish patriot, wasn’t inclined to do the job
for a Jew, especially for a military client of the German occupants (of
Poland).
I urged the professor that we go back to the studio and I will open the
lock. He shouted at me. I showed him a heavy piece of wire that I
obtained from the shop. And, I did it. Above the “Jelle” lock was a
plugged-up hole from a previous Jelle. I knocked out the plugs and made
an “L” shape out of the wire, inserted it and pulled on the catch. It
opened!
The professor ran for his smock and found the keys. For the first time,
he called me by my first name, “Bucio.” In the U.S., I changed it to
Bernard. A few old timers like Rexroth still call me “Bucio.” I managed to
stock the stove and the general arrived. After he left, he gave me a
smile. The Professor must have told him the miss adventure.
Through Glicenstein, I got to know the Jewish student youth and the
leaders of Zionism. I joined the sport gym of the “Maccabee’s.” I was
accepted, although I came from the slums. After all, I was a student of
Glicenstein and that meant a lot.

The war (WWI) was getting worse. I volunteered to the Polish Legion
under General Pilsudski to liberate Poland from the German Occupation. I
was (captured) in the war and sent to a German War Prison. [Zakheim
later escaped from the P.O.W. camp 4 times and travelled finally to
Gdansk, where he married Eda Spiegelman]. In 1920, I immigrated for
“political asylum” to the United States [with his new wife, Eda].
About 1932, I read that Professor Glicenstein was commissioned to
make a bust of Herbert Hoover, President of the United States. I also
became more eccentric, left a would-be patron’s home, who was a
wealthy man. He had inferior sculptures in their hallway. The very
talented and sourpuss poet and Jewish writer, Levic, while a guest in my
house on Shrader street, told me that Glicenstein became “unbearable.”
Glicenstein threatened to convert to Christianity because the Jewish
people were not supporting him. Levic said “Go ahead, who give a
damn.”
Years later I saw Glicenstein’s picture in a newspaper; an executive
committee of the IKUF, Jewish cultural Federation of Progressive Artists
and Writers. Then I heard the Glicenstein joined the Communist Party?
Once I visited a Federal Art Project (WPA program), and I recognized a
head sculpted in wood by Glicenstein. I pointed it out to Phyllis
Wrightson and she liked it very much. [Zakheim married his art assistant,
Phyllis Wrightson in 1941]. Glicenstein through an automobile while
crossing the street and before him a great painter, Minkowski, was killed
by an automobile in Argentina. He was deaf and dumb. Also a fine artist
and puppeteer, Josel Getler, was killed in a car he drove.
Now the Zionist, who lives in Israel, is building a museum in the name of
Glicenstein in Safad, Israel. It would have been kind of nice to have
supported him while he was alive. I am sure his great art will outlive the
miserable politicians of his time.”
By Bernard Baruch Zakheim

Warsaw School of Fine Arts

Politechnika Gdanska, circa 1920

The primary reason that Bernard Zakheim fled to Gdansk after escaping prison was
to meet his sweetheart. They married in Gdansk before immigrating to America. By
1920, both Bernard was 24 years of age; Eda was 22. His widowed mother, Brucha,
decided to sell her business holdings that she acquired after her husband’s death
about 1906. Family members and siblings each received a portion of the estate. As
his personal distribution of the family assets, Bernard received about $20,000 cash,
which by today’s inflated value was a fortune.
Bernard has been wanted by the Polish and German police following his escape
from the German prison camp, perhaps there were additional reasons. With the
newly acquired fortune, Bernard and Eda/Itka devised a unique disguise. They
took assumed identities, took accommodations in first-class aboard the Swedish
ocean liner, the S.S. Hellig Olav. Police teams search for them in the steerage of
the ship and all the lower passenger classes, never considering that the pair could
afford first-class. Bernard and Eda were clothed in the finest apparel with hats and
jewelry. Their disguise was perfection and they departed Copenhagen about
October 1, 1920 for the predicted 3-week cruise to New York.

The following images demonstrate the exacting personal identity camouflage
used by the Zakheims during their exodus from Poland. From the dates of the
documents, it appeared that their fictitious identities were created over a severalyear period.

Polish Identity Card (Dowod Osobisty) 1916
Baruch (Bernard) Zakheim was a student prior to entering the Polish army in 1916

Baruch Zakheim document of the Drawing School in Warsaw, 1917-18

False Russian Certificate of Employment on the (Russian) “Border” as a clerk of the
G-Company, 9th Military Regiment, 21 March 1916, Signed by the presumed
Company Commander.

Polish Passport, “M. (Moses) Buciek Malerstein,” 30 December 1920
(aka Bernard Baruch Zakheim)

Certificate of Quarantine – Passed U.S. Public Health Service
26 October 1920

The above documents related to the departure of Bernard and Eda Zakheim from
Poland show conflicting dates. Apparently, Bernard was successful in hiding his
true identity from the police, having escaped from the German POW camp. His
plans were carefully made to immigrate to the U.S. The “Quarantine Certificate”
created aboard ship is closest to the actual arrival at the American port of New
York. The ship’s manifest and index was recently discovered showing that the
couple arrived aboard the S.S. Hellig Olav, an American-Norwegian ship that
sailed from Copenhagen. Clearance for diseases was certified 3-weeks prior to
arrival in New York. Therefore, American officials at the port of Copenhagen prior
to their departure must have authorized the health clearance.
I noted on the passenger record that the name had been misspelled: Moses Bucis
Malezstein, instead of Bucic Malerstein. I have learned that “Bernard” was the
given name that he first used in the U.S. His given name since birth in Warsaw was
Baruch; he used a nickname, “Bucic.” On the document, Bucic was listed as age
25, not 22;12 he had Hebrew/Russian ethnicity listed instead of Polish identity; he
was effectively disguised. His mother’s home address was listed as: Br.
Malerstezstein, 47 Krodimalna str., Warschaw (Warsawa/Warsaw). Such
transliterations of names and places are commonly found among immigration
documents, since there were many hands that documents had to be transferred
en-route to America.
Bucic/Bernard was married to Eda, but the index showed them each to be single,
traveling together on the same ship and in the same passenger class. Most
amazingly, the index listed him already as a U.S. citizen, although the ship manifest
listed his identity as Hebrew Russian. How he accomplished such a persuasive feat
to change his identity will remain a mystery?
A copy of the original ship’s manifest shows both Moses Bucis Malezstein and Ita
Leja Speigelmann. Eda and Ita are the same given name, because Ita is
pronounced as an “E” and the surname can be spelled either as Spiegelmann or
Spiegelman. Ita Leja was listed age 22. Again, falsification of their records saved
them from further police inspections. Bernard had inherited a huge amount of
money after his father’s death, so it was no financial problem for them to sail as
first-class passengers, again foiling the police inspectors.
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Bernard Zakheims actual birth year was 1896, but the date was mistakenly changed to 1898.

Bernard Zakheim, as his name was used in America, declared his intention for U.S.
citizenship in 1922, just 2-years after arrival in New York. At that time, he and
Eda/Ita were living in Los Angeles. Their first child, Ruth, was born at the White
Memorial Hospital, in Los Angeles, August 11, 1922. The Declaration of Intention for
citizenship was filed in the U.S. District Court, Southern District of California, on
November 25, 1922. Soon thereafter, they moved to San Francisco, a wonderful
city they much preferred over either New York or Los Angeles. On the declaration,
I noted many inconsistencies of their names when compared to the S.S. Hellig
Olav’ passenger list. Bernard was listed: Boruch Zakhahm, aka Borcick Bernard
Malersteiin. He was white, with brown hair, blue eyes, 150 pounds weight, and 5
feet-4 ½ inches in height. They lived at 1272 E. 41st Street, Los Angeles, California.
Zakheim declared that he departed from the port of Copenhagen, Denmark, on

the vessel, Hellig Olav, and that his last place of residence was Berlin, Germany.
He claimed that he was married to Ida from Siedlce, Eastern Poland, and that she
accompanied him on the voyage to the U.S. Also claimed was their arrival at the
port of New York on August 11, 1920, instead of the ship’s official arrival on
October 28, 1920.

Part 2
Zakheim’s Of San Francisco
Bernard and Eda Zakheim arrived in New York as new immigrants in 1920. They
decided to move to Los Angeles, where Bernard received his first commissions for
designs, paintings and frescoes.
From Mark Vallen’s Website: http://art-for-a-change.com/blog/2009/08/the-art-ofbernard-zakheim.html
“Nathan Zakheim told me (Mark Vallen)13 that his father lived in Los
Angeles for a short time in the 1920s and at some point produced
costume and set design sketches for the Yiddish theater. A number of
sketches created for a production of the ‘The Doctor’ by the famous
Yiddish playwright, Sholem Aleichem… The gestural and humorous
nature of these drawings makes them a sheer delight, but they are also
important in that they are documents of the vibrant Yiddish theater
scene that once existed in Los Angeles. The adaptation of ‘The Doctor’
that Zakheim worked on took place at the Wilshire Ebell Theater, then a
major venue of literary Yiddish plays in L.A. along with [additional plays
at] the Assistance league Playhouse in Hollywood and The Globe Theater
(now the New Beverly Cinema).”

13

Bernard and Eda Zakheim lived in Los Angeles from 1920 to 1922.

In 1922, the Zakheim’s first child was born at White Memorial Hospital. Her name
was Ruth. Soon thereafter, the Zakheims decided that they wanted to leave Los
Angeles and launch their future in San Francisco.

Sketch by Bernard Zakheim of his “Bernard Upholstery Co.” circa 1920s
From Nathan Zakheim:
“The custom-built furniture business prospered. Soon he was executing
commissions for the John Breuner stores of Oakland and Sacramento, as
well as San Francisco. Other firms for which individual furniture was
made, were the City of Paris, W. & J. Sloane and L. Kries & Sons of San
Francisco.”

“In addition, many clients in the Bay Region, as well as in Pasadena,
Altadena and other cities, had special furniture made in his shop. The
shop grew until there were 35 people employed. The firm was the first
in San Francisco to grant the 44-hour week and vacations with pay to its
employees. Zakheim taught his own workmen and conducted his
business in the European Guild style. No two chairs or other pieces of

furniture were constructed alike. His ambition was to produce art
furniture at as small a price as possible so that those of moderate
means could enjoy what had heretofore been the exclusive luxury of the
wealthy.”

Bernard Zakheim, “Bernard Upholstering Co.”
San Francisco, California, Circa 1920s

Bernard Upholstery Company, 831 Bryant Street,
San Francisco, California 1928

Bernard Zakheim’s Upholstery Co., San Francisco (Advertisement)

Autobiographic Medley, 1920-1940s
Bernard Baruch Zakheim
Memorial Day 1978
Bernard and Eda Zakheim Arrive in San Francisco
It was in the early twenties of this century and I was in my early
twenties. I attended the Mark Hopkins School of Fine Arts. A lady sitting
near me asked what I am rushing off, in the middle of the day. I told her
I have a small upholstering shop and I am the only upholsterer. She told
me, her name was Huntington and asked me if I could upholster for her a
club chair with down feather in the back and seat? I estimated
something about $75.00 and she should furnish the material for
covering.
She gave me the order and the material was a hunter’s green crushed
silk. And, I was to deliver to the “City of Paris” furniture department,
which was the most elegant furniture store in San Francisco.
Mrs. Huntington was arguing with the furniture buyer of why they were
going to charge her $260.00 and had to be imported from the East
[American East coast].
An upholsterer from their repair shop was asked to open the chair at the
seams and examine the innards and the quality of down and hair;
everything was all right.
The furniture buyer told Mrs. Huntington, “We are thankful to you, Mrs.
Huntington, to bring up this upholsterer, and turned to me. “ Are you
ready to make six chairs for us?” I said, “No, too many chairs and I
haven’t got such money for the frame work and materials.” Then he
asked, “Could you teach helpers to work with you and I’ll make out an
order to your local bank and they will advance you the money. We will
get in touch with the bank.”
I am a bit ahead of myself. When I opened the small shop on Third Ave.
and Geary Blvd., I went to the City Hall for information on how to go
about it. I wandered around the corridors until I decided to open a door.
A tall, gaunt man smiled at me and asked if he could help me. In a
broken English, “Where do get a Paten (license) to open an
upholstering.” He told me, “This is a free country; no licenses are

necessary.” Then he asked me if I go to school. “Yes, I am going to an
art school.” He asked me, “What for?” I told him I want to be a history
mural painter. He asked me, ”What is it?” I pointed to an illustration
hanging on the wall, I think “The Battle at Valley Forge.” Then he said,
“When your are going to be an American Citizen, come to me.” Then he
asked me if I have orders for upholstering repairs. I said, “No.” He
pointed to a judge’s leather chair all tufted with buttons, a Victorian
chair. On goodbye, he told me, “My name is Judge Cavanaugh. Any
trouble, come up and see me.”
My next door neighbor, a printer, I told him about my outcome at the
city Hall and about a man, Joe Cavanaugh. The neighbor told me that
this man is Judge Cavanaugh, A Superior [Court] judge.
With the loaded chair on the touring Chevrolet car on the way to the
shop, I passed by our flat on Bush Street and honked the horn for my
wife to show her my first job.
After a few months, the judge asked me to appear in his chambers. He
asked, “Why didn’t you mail a bill for the repair of the chair?” He wasn’t
nice. I told him this was a gift to you. He sent the clerk to bring up the
money for the upholstery of the chair.
My neighbor-printer asked me, “What are you going to call your shop?” I
said my name. He said, “NO, that wouldn’t do for business. You want to
be an artist and your name will appear in the newspapers and no one will
give you any orders.
This was in a period when William Hearst was leading vicious propaganda,
“Artists are Bohemians. Their belief is: Wine, women and song. They live
in the garrets.” Therefore, I call my little shop, “Bernard Upholstering
Co.”
Many years being a wholesale manufacturer, my name came up
regarding an annual exhibit of art. One of the furniture merchants said
to me, “you are an artist.’ I had to talk him out of it.
From the little shop on Third Avenue, I moved to Fifteenth and Mission,
where I bought a defunct factory with a group of White Russian officers,
whom President Harding allowed to land from Manila to the shores of
California. They were called White Russians because they fought against
the Red Russians. To look at this miserable lot, I assured them that I’d

not fire them. But, one other had some vodka recently. He assured me,
“He wants to forget that part of history.”
I prospered and got orders from McCann, Kriess and Sons, and Sloans. I
got richer and richer. That was during Prohibition days and to carry a
flask on your hip pocket was a sign of distinction.
With enthusiasm I looked forward to a new season when kids return to
school. I prepared a new sample line, new creations in the upholstering
trade,
I showed off [to] the furniture buyers. They replied, “Sure it’s nice, only
we are doing well with the present models. Why change?”
I was crest-fallen, being I was the cutter (fashioned the cloth for
upholstering). I didn’t feel like carrying on.
I asked advice of the great Lillian Martin, a psychologist. She advised me
to read the daily press and when I feel anger, like fighting, “Lean against
the table head, bend down, and you will feel better.”
I didn’t feel better.
Bernard Zakheim created many paintings in Los Angeles after 1920 and in San
Francisco after he move from Los Angeles in 1923. His work was extremely varied
and depicted his deep interest in social movements, selected topics from all
classes of society, the impoverished Jews from Poland, who perished in the
Holocaust and those surviving Jewish immigrants that migrated to Palestine before
the Independence (1948). A few selected artworks are included here, however,
many additional paintings have been placed in the next volume, ordered by
decades.

Certificate from California School of Fine Arts, San Francisco, 16 January 1925
Note that Zakheim was still using his assumed name, B. Malerstein14
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Self-portrait Bernard Zakheim, Circa 192515
15

Courtesy Albert Neiman, Visual Transformation, Oakland, California: www.bernardzakheim.com

“Pacific Ave Gospel” 1925
Awarded “First Prize” – San Francisco Art Association, 1935

Certificate of “First Award” – Pacific Avenue Gospel
San Francisco Art Association, 1935

Bernard Zakheim in Mexico
From Masha Zakheim Jewett:
“Contact with Rivera reawakened Zakheim’s aesthetic instincts, which
had become dull and distorted by close attention to his business during
the past five years [1925-1930]. They had many enthusiastic
discussions together in which River a gave him great encouragement.
The Mexican related his views on art and technique and went to great
length in relating his experience when he was Commissar of Art in the
beginnings of the Soviet Union, and on kindred subjects. He advised the
young embryo fresco painter to study early Aztec art in order to
unlearn” the Western conception of human proportion of figures. For
this latter advice, Zakheim is deeply grateful, stating that it has had a
great influence n his subsequent work. He immediately set to work and
began an intensive study of the examples of Aztec and Mayan fine art in
the National Museum of Mexico. Later, this was supplemented by
research and with visits into the interior of the country, visiting Indian
fairs and villages where he made sketches. On his return to Mexico City,
he prepared a sketch for a mural, depicting contemporary Mexican life
and the descendants of the Aztecs indulging the orgies into which their
religious ceremonies have degenerated. The Catholic Church was
symbolized by a mother and children astride on a donkey, leaving a
scene of sin. In the background, arose the mountains, Popocatapetl and
Jurullo, the whole framed in Spanish architecture. Upon completion of
this work, he returned to San Francisco determined that his career as a
furniture designer was definitely at an end.” [Bernard Zakheim was
reported to have become a millionaire from the profits derived from his
very successful “Bernard Furniture Company” in San Francisco. This
enabled the artist to return to his art passion.]16

“While Rivera gave him great encouragement, Zakheim returned to San
Francisco much confused by some of the celebrated Mexican’s theories
regarding the golden proportion, dynamic symmetry, etc., which were in
direct conflict with his advice on the study of Aztec art. Zakheim’s
painting was not adapted to the former theories and it was not until he
discuss the matter at great length with the novelist, H. L. Davis, that
the matter became clarified in his mind and determined his trip to Paris.
[Later on, Diego Rivera and his wife, Frida Kahlo became personal friends
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From a personal discussion with Nathan Zakheim in Los Angeles, California, December 2013.

and visited the Zakheims in their home on Shrader Street in San
Francisco, California, which was just a few blocks from the UCSF campus.
From Masha Zakheim Jewett, “Biography of Bernard Zakheim,” Mexican Art Period:

Diego Rivera with wife, Frida Kahlo, 193917
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Image by Bettman/CORBIS: http://www.teresalakier.com/

Zakheim, Mexican Cantina Scene, 193018

18Courtesy

Albert Neiman, Visual Transformation, Oakland, California: www.bernardzakheim.com

Zakheim, Mexican Market Scene, 1931

Zakheim, “Fight in A Mexican Market” Scene, 193019
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Zakheim, Mexican Boy with Fruit, 193020

Zakheim, Mexicans Mourning Dead, 1931
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Spanish Fighting Indians

Soldiery

Vaquero Quarrels

Vaqueros
Zakheim Visits Diego Rivera in Mexico
From Bernard Zakheim, “Where Are We?” Memorial day 1978
(vignettes):
“…I discovered about his [Diego Rivera] mural frescoes in Mexico. I
decided to follow up Diego Rivera. I packed up a bunch of watercolors
and mailed them to Diego Rivera. Soon an invitation arrived to come to
Mexico. At the railroad stations, waiting for me, [was] Victor Arnautoff.

While I was in Mexico, my headquarters were at the Arnautoffs. Viktor
advised me to obtain a book by Elia Ehrenburg, “Julio Nuronito,” written
about Rivera and his gang of disciples.
The first time when I saw the frescoes in the National Place at the
Zocolo, in Mexico City, I was confronted with fresco murals, which I
couldn’t believe its real existence or some wonderful dream. I couldn’t
see details; I saw a marvelous pattern with colors and forms, groups of
people held together in marvelous composition. It was great! Greater
than great!!! I didn’t have the adjective to express my wonderment. I
adored this master, heavy bodied with wall-eyed moisture, benevolent
like an ox described in the Jewish legend, “Shore Habor.”
Only once I saw Diego in a rage and his small half-Jewish wife, Frida. Her
father was an Austrian Jew, a photographer. She became more famous
as a great artist even greater than Diego Rivera himself. The rage Diego
was because she mixed up an arrangement of small statuettes of an
ancient Mayan civilization.
I followed the Riveras to a hanging of an exhibit of paintings. After a few
hours they sent out for tortillas. They arrived wrapped in newspapers,
very oily, and [they] were eaten with great appetites. By this occasion, I
was photographed with Rivera for the Excelsior newspaper.
I followed Rivera to Chapingo, an agricultural college. The frescoes there
didn’t compare with the magnitude of the frescoes at the National
Palace, especially because the walls were about one story high.
My frescoes at the University of California School of Medicine at Toland
Hall, because of the low ceiling over them give the impression of a frieze
in the rotunda of the hall.
An American woman archeologist invited Rivera to a café for a talk and I
was invited because I talked English with the archeologist and translated
into Russian [Rivera did not speak English]. I talked to Rivera in Russian.
In the conversation came up the writer of a book, “Mexico” by Prescott.
Rivera had no use for Prescott, especially what he wrote about the
Aztec Indians, who believed that the Spanish horseman and the horses
were the same animal. Rivera laughed and repeated, “…the Mexicans still
believe in that.” Because a Mexican hombre sold a pocket watch to a
Spanish merchant, the Mexican wanted 500 pesos. The merchant

offered only five pesos. As the bargaining went on, the Mexican reduced
a few pesos and the Spanish merchant got up from 5 to 10 pesos.
The Mexican after getting paid off laughed and laughed. The Mexican
said, “Us Mexicans still believe that the Spanish and horse is the same
animal.”
This American woman archeologist made me promise her that I should
not attend the bullfights and I didn’t. I shouldn’t have made her the
promise.
As I have seen paintings of bullfights I really missed a concept of bravery
and courage. It’s good that this woman wasn’t a nun. She would have
made me promise to live in celibacy.
We travelled to Morales State to Cojacan in a rented taxi by Diego
himself. And, I hung on to every word Diego said and I asked questions.
Diego told me in a bit of secrecy, “My people are descended from the
‘Maranos.’ ” The Maranos were Jews in secrecy at the time of Queen
Isabella and King Ferdinand, and a priest, Tomás de Torquemada. He
convinced the religious queen that all Jews of Spain must be Catholics;
otherwise their wealth must be confiscated. He established an Inquisition
to carry out the conversions. The Jews were tortured in the cellars of
the Inquisitor. Out of religious piety [Jews] refused to become Catholics.
Then they were burned in a public of Auto de Fe. A big crowd assembled
when a woman was to be burned. The men craved to see a nude body.
The Jews, who converted, they were spied on by the Inquisition and in
great secrecy in the underground, they worshipped as Jews they
composed the prayer [for Yom Kippur] called “Kol Nidrei.”
As some historians have it; or legend? In Spain, a gang of farmers under
the leadership of Colombo [Columbus], also a Jewish farmer and pirate,
made trouble for the queen. This must have been before the
Inquisition/Torquemada. The queen exiled the troublemaker, Colombo,
and gave him a few ships to find a direct route to India for spices. The
rest is known of how he discovered America.
In Cojacan, Morales State, Diego painted frescoes relating to the
historical liberations by the peons of the state. The preliminary sections
of those frescoes were too large for the Spanish arched corridors. This
came to me many years later; I wouldn’t have had the courage to think
so at the time.

With great reverence, I listened to the maestro speak about the Greek
mathematician, Euclid, with his theory of division of space; also about
the Golden Center in Dynamic Symmetry. All these theories
overwhelmed me. By the way, this Barrow was the U.S. Ambassador to
Mexico. Later, [he became] the father-in-law to the aviator Charles
Lindbergh. As it happened, I still have an 8-inch key to the gate of the
estate hanging above my door in the kitchen of the Farm Arts, hanging
from an iron hand-made frame around an ancient tile of blue and white
six-pointed star emblem {symbol] of King David. I found it in the debris
of an ancient cloister at the estate.
As I was going to my lounge, I heard Yiddish spoken by a group of
churning men, who were loading packs of merchandise on a big truck. I
approached the nearest one with the proper greeting of Shalom
Aleichem (peace be with you) and asked what is the commotion? He
said, “We are steel venders and traveling to the fair.” I asked if I could
come along and I’ll pay my share. He said, “Why not. Where is your
pack?” I pointed to my watercolor sketchbook and color box. The
destination was somewhere in a village of the mountain, Popoctépetl.
As it was, these [men] were escaping from the Petlura gang, who killed
and pogromed Jews in Ukraine. These Jews knew each other by relations
or lived in the [same] small towns of Ukraine. They helped each other
and they became a group of steel vendors.
By the way, the murderer, Hetman Petlura, met his death on the streets
of Paris, France, by a Jewish watchmaker from Ukraine [1919]. The
courts acquitted him. His name was [Samuel] Schwartzbard.
We arrived at night, thirsty. There was a lot of beer unloaded. Good
beer. Only too warm to drink. My neighbor, who became my friend, gave
me a piece of tarpaulin and told me to cover myself well, otherwise you
will get a chill and will take days to get rid of it.
Next morning, I took off to make watercolor sketches. I came to a
shaded mangrove tree clearing. The trees were very high. [The next few
paragraphs are missing from the document…]
While I was still at the fair, on the outskirts, I saw a sign on a building
with huge letters, “LABOR OMNIA VINCINT.”

Suddenly I heard yellings, “Charo! Charo1” [There were] many voices
and suddenly a man on a horse wielding a long sword [appeared]. I didn’t
know what was happening. People were running and I was rooted. Then
seeing the rider’s sword, a very long sword and rusty that looked to me
funny. The rider came up towards me and said, “How does a Jew fair” –
in a beautiful Lithuanian accented Yiddish. He put his sword in his left
hand and reached me with his right and pulled me up on the horse’s
back.
We galloped quite a distance and dismounted. He was a beautiful tall
young man with black curly hair and a beautiful smile. He and many
European people of different nationalities began an acquaintance with
telling their biographies, something like the ancient mariner.
He said, ‘My brother brought me to Mexico from Lithuania where I had
been attending a Jewish school. My brother had to run from Lithuania
because the radical government fell and he was a [government]
representative. He had to run for his life. The Mexican government gave
him permission to live in Mexico.’ The next thing, he was helping me to
have a stand with custom jewelry. Staying all day in the broiling sun and
without being able to use a toilet was very hard on him. Therefore, he
brought me to Mexico. And, I relieved him. I learned Spanish soon and
many Jews learn Spanish in a short time without an accent. He laughed,
not like in the United States. They never lose their accent, and learn
English with difficulty.
He went on, ‘In he market place, he hanged with on a couple of
Mexicans. After some time, they confided in me that they have
discovered a “spike” of gold in the jungle and if I would join them, they
will take me for a third partner.’ I agreed and off we went to the jungle.
In the jungle, my two friends got into a fight and the one who was like a
brother to me got killed. He ran and I after him to avenge my true
friend. I went from village to village, from town to town, looking for my
enemy. As I was asking around, I noticed people are scared of me. Is it
because of my height or looks [that] people didn’t like me? They would
give me food or anything, [but] I should leave. Finally I took sick, I got
on a train with fever. A Mexican woman tried to help out of pity. One I
came to ask if I wanted a priest? I told her, “I am a Judea.” She laughed,
shoved in her fingers in my hair and said, “You have no horns.” (Judea is
a devil and a devil has horns). Knowing people are scared of me, I raided
the markets on a horse with a sword and got away with loot. He laughed
and took off.”

“This reminds me of a story I was told by my Jewish friend, “An escape
from the pogroms, went to the flat and served dinner.” After a while,
the landlord called him in and said, “I find out you are a Judea and I can’t
have under my roof a Judea.” The fellow was dumbfounded and said,
“Here, let me show you my passport.” On the passport he was
registered as “Israelita.” The man said, “You are a descendent of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. I am honored to live with you under the same
roof.”
On my return, I showed Diego my watercolors, especially the “Banana
Plantation.” He exclaimed, “All my life I wanted to go up in the
mountains ad paint the exotic plantations. And, this hombre comes for a
short time and was there already.”

A few years later, I attended a lecture Rivera gave in the little theater at
the Legion of Honor. When asked, “What do you like to paint the most?”
his reply was, “Plantation jungle” and described my watercolor exactly.
In later experiences with Diego, I found about him in Paris, he was called
a “Pirate.”
With a collection of watercolors, I returned to San Francisco. Rivera
asked me to prepare a design for a mural. I painted a watercolor,
“Mexico.” A couple named, McNeiter, bought the watercolor. By an
occasion I met a nun, a Sister of Mercy, by the same name. She really
was a first cousin to the McNeiter and she told me my watercolor was in
a trunk and this trunk was lost in the ocean. A second oil painting,
“Mexico,” I left in a bar in Petaluma and couldn’t get the painting back.
All this happened in the year of 1930. I became very unhappy. I couldn’t
paint anymore. I was a Sunday painter and since my return, I didn’t dare
to paint anymore with fear that I couldn’t adjust to the theories of
Dynamic Symmetry and composition I once asked Arnautoff, “What does
Diego think of my compositions in mural painting?” Arnautoff told me,
“Rivera said you are a natural composer.” Still I couldn’t paint for fear of
not being able to apply Dynamic Symmetry.
I asked and inquired about theories in art; nobody knew. I finally decided
to find out by myself. It was 12 years since I was in the United States
[1920-1932] and I came upon a plan for the Sabbatical. I asked my wife
[if] we should go to Paris. She argued, “We have such good accounts

[and] orders come in by themselves. No, we can’t leave.” As a gesture, I
gave her $22,000 in gold coins. She invested the money in Dodge
automobiles on the advise of her cousin Seroff. And [the money was]
lost because our baby, Masha, took sick and she was worried. When her
brother, Izzy Spiegelman, brought her the checkbook, she signed
checks. The result was she ran out of capital and lost the business.

Rabbi Signing Petition for the Stamp Act
Prior to the American Revolution21

Man In Prayer Shawl22
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Courtesy Albert Neiman, Visual Transformation, Oakland, California: www.bernardzakheim.com

Zakheim, “d’Amour,” 193323

Zakheim, “The Family,” 193324
Depicts (Lt to Rt): Masha, Eda, Bernard and Ruth Zakheim
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From Masha Zakheim Jewett, Bernard Zakheim’s Life in Paris:
“…While his furniture business was prospering and the source of
considerable revenue, his interest in it had entirely evaporated now that
the art world seemed to again open to him. At this time also, a second
daughter was born, Masha. The necessary arrangements were made; he
turned the factory over to his wife and the year 1939 found him on his
way to Paris with a small supply of funds. He was enthusiastic on the
liquidation of all the impediments, which had heretofore interfered with
his chosen work and which seemed to conspire against him. Now to
study fresco painting with the freedom so necessary for creative work,
his dream at last came true.”

“Life in Paris: Upon his arrival in Paris, he at once rented a small studio
and set to work. For three months he visited galleries, made sketches
and studied the work of his contemporaries. Of particular interest to him
was the work of those whom he considered the forerunners of the art
revolutionaries, Cezanne, Pissarro, Renoir, Pablo Picasso, Braque and
others who fought against the conventions of the Academy. His
contemporaries at this time, according to the Under Secretary of Fine
Arts of the French Government, numbered some forty thousand,
representing an increase from, but two hundred artists in Paris in less
than a hundred years! During Zakheim’s stay in the French capital, he
became acquainted with several hundred art-students because of his
mastery of five languages. In addition, he had learned four ancient
dialects of Hebrew. Of these artists, he states with amazement, there
were at that time but two or thr3ee who were socially conscious! Later,
he journeyed to Italy.”
“The next four months were spent in roving from place to place. He
studied in the galleries in Florence and other Italian cities. While in
Florence, word came to him concerning some frescoes being painted in
the small Hungarian mining town of Pecs by an old school fresco painter,
an academician engaged in decorating an old church of the 18th century,
which had lain uncompleted for over two centuries. Professor Gebauer,
the artist engaged on these frescoes, and he and Zakheim became close
friends.”
“With the encouragement and advice of Gebauer, Zakheim executed his
first fresco entitled, ‘Jews in Poland.’ The subject was an historic
representation of Jewish life in Warsaw. Expressing delight on its
completing, the work was presented to Gebauer with whom it remains at
the present time. Zakheim fraternized with the miners, whose plight was

wretched indeed. Perhaps also this village and its inhabitants were a
contributing factor in his later evolution into a proletarian artist, for here
within a very few years a new phenomenon in labor strife was born; the
suicide strike of some fifteen hundred coal miners who locked
themselves underground in protest against a wage of less than $1 per
day. The misery of these workers and their intolerable conditions were
not lost on the young artist, who seeking truth had it so often thrown
into his path.”
“Zakheim returned to Paris. Here he found a message from home. The
depression in the United States had swept westward and now engulfed
the Pacific Coast. His wife had lost the furniture factory. He awoke from
his dream to find himself penniless. For six months more he continued in
Paris struggling against the inevitable, drinking excessively, working
sporadically at his painting and in his own words, ‘almost living on
whiskey.’ During this period, he did considerable work, some of which
was sometimes exhibited at local galleries. In October, after many weeks
of semi-starvation, an appeal to his mother in Warsaw resulted in her
providing funds with which to return to San Francisco. Here very
reluctantly he was faced with the task of rebuilding the wreckage of his
former business.”25
“This was no easy undertaking. Building construction and all allied
occupations were at a standstill and the demand for interior decoration
and art furniture was nil. Some eighty-five thousand San Francisco
workers were walking the streets and the last stagnation, due to the
national banking holiday, made it impossible for him to get funds
necessary to begin operations. He obtained some employment for short
periods in several upholstery shops continuing meanwhile with his
painting.”

According to his son, Nathan Zakheim, Bernard Zakheim had become a millionaire from his
successful design furniture business in San Francisco prior to the Great Depression. He also had
inherited from his father’s estate a considerable amount of money, $25.000. That money had been
used to purchase gold, which he buried under his house. Against their agreement, Eda Zakheim
had taken the gold and foolishly invested in the doomed stock market, upon advice of her nearby
friends, a fortune had been squandered.
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Bernard Zakheim, Polish Jews in Israel – 1932

Bernard Zakheim’s First Fresco, Jewish Community Center, San Francisco 1933
From the 1930 Federal Census record: Bernard worked as an upholsterer and
proprietor of a San Francisco furniture store. Eda (Izka/Ette) was listed in the
furniture store as a “cutter,” She was the interior decorator and designer of exotic
fabrics and drapes. They had married at ages 21 in Poland. In 1923, they had a
daughter, Ruth. Neither parent was yet a naturalized citizen in 1930. They had a
second daughter, Masha in 1932, who was listed in the 1940 U.S. Census; the family
was living in San Francisco.
The Zakheim family was living in San Francisco in 1930 (SF City Directory) at Church
Street. Bernard was married to Eda and he worked as an upholsterer. The next
year (1932) they lived 1541 Shrader Street in San Francisco.

Zakheim’s successful career began to accelerate. His outstanding artwork was
recognized by b Dr. Isabella Perry at the Alemany Health Clinic in San Francisco
and by UCSF Professor Chauncey Leake, Chair of Pharmacology at the School of
Medicine. In 1935, he was awarded the consignment to paint 2 frescoes in UCSF
Cole Hall: “Superstition” and “Rational Medicine.” In 1936, he was awarded the
honor of painting the UCSF Toland Hall Murals, which were completed by 1939.
About that time, Bernard and Eva Zakheim divorced. In 1939, Bernard and his artist
assistant, Phyllis Wrightson, married in Sebastopol, California. The 1940 U.S. Census
listed Eda Zakheim with her two daughters, Ruth and Moshae (Masha), living in San
Francisco. Both children were listed as born in California. Also listed were 3
stepchildren, borders, whose parenting is unknown: William (15), Elia (12) and
Thomas (8) Simmons.
Ruth, the first daughter of Eda and Bernard Zakheim was actually born in 1922 at
White Memorial Hospital in Los Angeles (contradicts the 1940 U.S. Census). Their
second daughter, Masha Zakheim, was born on 19 May 1932 in San Francisco. Her
mother was listed as (Eda) Spiegelman (using her maiden surname).
Bernard and Eda were divorced in California before the 1940 Census. In 1939, he
second married his former art assistant, Phyllis Wrightson, in Sebastopol, California.
They moved temporarily to Los Angeles (Western Avenue). In 1940, Bernard was
working in San Francisco (1940 U.S. Census). Two sons were born of this second
marriage to Phyllis Wrightson: Nathan Baruch Zakheim (20 Dec 1943) and
Matthew James Zakheim (4 Dec 1945) - both born in Sonoma, California (Santa
Rosa County).
Also listed in the 1940 U.S. Census (San Francisco):
• Bernard Zakheim was living at 114 ½ Wilmot Street, San Francisco, (a rental)
• He had become a naturalized citizen (sheet no. 18; No. of the household 26)
• His educational level had been the 4th grade (in Poland)
• His apartment rent was $18.00 monthly
• He was a WPA employee salaried annually at $1528.
Bernard B. and Eda L. Zakheim
San Francisco City Directory, 1930

Bernard B. and spouse, Eda L. (Zakheim) listed:
Occupation:
Upholsterer
Address:
h2 Church Street, San Francisco, California

1930 Federal Census
Zakheim married to Eda/Etta Zakheim, San Francisco, California
Listed from 1930:
• Head of Household
• Spouse
• Daughter

Bernard B. Zakheim; Born Poland; Age 33
Eda (Etta/Ida) L. Zakheim; Born Poland; Age 33
Ruth H. Zakheim: Born California; Age 7

Ruth Zakheim Gottstein memories of her father in San Francisco, circa 1930s:26
“I do recall the pasted up/newspaper story, and how my father felt – but there
were many issues, including the delay of opening the tower due to the General
Strike…”
“Of course many of my memories are not directly connected to his art or his
being an artist – and yet, what I remember clearly is our walking with him to
downtown San Francisco when the city was closed down during the General
Strike. I will describe this. As a father – well, turbulent. I clearly remember
something he said frequently, in reaction to many problems and issues – both
within the family and in the community – “I am an artist.” It was his true selfdefinition.”
“For a long time, my father had told my sister that she should interview the
Coit Tower artists while they were still alive, and she did. And believe it or not,
no publisher was interested in the topic. So back to Masha. She came to me
with the book project, and in 1983, we published the first edition in a smaller
format. The current book includes fascinating new materials and text, a far
better design and layout, and is in every way a superior publication.”
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Ruth Zakheim Gottstein interviewed in 2013 at the age of 90: www.lehrhaus.org

Great Depression, “Relief”

Harry Bridges, Longshoremen’s Union, San Francisco
Dissatisfied with their lives in Los Angeles, the Zakheims, accompanied with new
daughter Ruth, moved back to San Francisco in 1923. Bernard engaged in
numerous minor jobs, but steady and fulfilling work was difficult to obtain. As will be
described in detail later on in the manuscript, Bernard and Eda established the
“Bernard’s Upholstery Company” at 851 Bryant Street in San Francisco. Bernard
created the designs of unique one-of-a-kind furniture, while Eda became a
masterful business manager. With enormous hard work and excellent product

quality, they created a financially very successful business, much of their fortune
resulting from being recognized by the management of Gumps store in San
Francisco. Their upholstered pieces were in great demand. With financial security,
Bernard Zakheim returned to his beloved painting.
In 1925, time, Bernard completed a celebrated watercolor, “Pacific Avenue
Gospel” that won the first-prize at the 55th Annual Exhibition of the San Francisco
Art Association at the San Francisco Museum of Art. This masterpiece captured the
essence of the “Revival” – a spirited religious outpouring of emotion. Bernard had
often visited unique microcosms of the city’s multi-culture. He wanted to
experience the rapture from all walks of life, which he had begun to experience
from his earlier knowledge in Warsaw.

Bernard Zakheim Watercolor, Pacific Avenue Gospel, 1925.
Certificate of “First Award” by San Francisco Art Association

Certificate of “First Award” by San Francisco Art Association
Bernard Zakheim learned of an artistic competition to paint frescoes at a San
Francisco medical clinic. He entered the contest and received the commission to
paint a fresco at the Alemany Health Center. He demonstrated that he could
create a fresco in a unique and oddly shaped alcove, which won him the
opportunity for this artistic success. The fresco depicted a fertility scene. Notes and
a drawing by the artist permitted me to better understand the scene. In the
background are the fig trees, symbols of fertility. To the left, are portrayals of
Bernard Zakheim, his wife, Eda Spiegelman Zakheim, and a blooming flower, the
metaphor for their younger daughter, Masha. The bare breasted woman and the
woman in the foreground bending over the rabbit are both symbols of fertility as
are the lovers depicted to the right.

Waiting Room, Alemany Health Center; Fresco over the Mantel1 The photograph is
titled: “Alemany Health Center, 48 Onandaga Ave., San Francisco, January 14,
1935.” Fresco in 2-Parts by Bernard Zakheim, 1935 - Alemany Health Center, San
Francisco. Titled, “Fertility” (Pagan Symbols of Fertility): Fig Trees, Flower Bloom, Bare
Breasted Woman, Loving Couple and the Woman Bent over the Rabbit. Sadly,
after the completion of the new frescoes, civic-minded people began to
complain that the nudity and sexually-sensitive themes were inappropriate in
public. The Alemany managers decided to paint over the fresco. Only the upper
part of the fresco above the balcony remains in view depicting a typical San
Francisco neighborhood scene. The building is unoccupied and in serious disrepair;
the fate of the frescoes remains unresolved.

“Fresco Scene of San Francisco Neighborhood” Upper part of the Zakheim Fresco
Alemany Health Center, San Francisco.
Bernard Zakheim had no idea at the time that the Alemany fresco would become
his direct link to painting frescoes at the University of California in San Francisco.
However, his works caught the attention of the senior staff of the Alemany Health
Center. They contacted Dr. Chauncey Leake, Professor of Pharmacology at the
UCSF School of Medicine, to examine Zakheim’s fine artwork. Professor Leake was
won over and brought Zakheim’s work to the attention of the WPA/SERA
administration.
From Dr. Chauncey Leake:
“The skill which Zakheim displayed in a small fresco in the lobby of the Alemany
Health Center, San Francisco,27 persuaded the S.E.R.A. to comply with a
suggestion from Doctor Isabella Perry that he undertake the mural decoration
of Cole Hall, one of the main lecture rooms of the University of California Medical
School.” The fresco was so well received that Professor Chauncey Leake proposed
Zakheim to the WPA-SERA administration to be the artist of choice for the initial
UCSF Cole Hall frescoes.”

Bernard Zakheim Drawing of Dr. Elizabeth (Isabella) Perry, 1933
Director of the Alemany Medical Center, San Francisco

Coit Tower War: However, no sooner had the Coit Tower murals been
completed, then there arose an uproar in the press. The great Pacific
Maritime Strike of 1934 was in progress. In order to arouse public
opinion against the striking workers, a campaign of terror and ‘Red
baiting’ was resorted to and the Coit Tower murals became a part of the
attack. As a result of the newspaper attacks on the murals, Zakheim’s
one-man show at the Adams-Danysh Galleries was completely
sabotaged, the public, preferring not to become embroiled in an art
exhibition, which might have originated in Moscow, stayed away. The
San Francisco Art Commission refused to accept the Coit Tower artwork
and for a time a deadlock continued. Demands were made that the
paintings be removed. An enterprising reporter for the Hearst
newspapers transposed a symbolical hammer and sickle insignia from
one of the murals to the library scene painted by Zakheim. The
illustration, with an accompanying article condemning the murals was
syndicated to several hundred newspapers throughout the country.
Later, a retraction of this scurrilous performance was forced from the
Examiner; but the damage had been done. Zakheim’s one-man show was
killed. Among the artists themselves, a vigilante committee was formed
with the intent to storm the Coit Tower and chisel the offending murals
out of the plaster. Thereupon the Artists and Writers Union picketed the
project until the excitement subsided. The press comment on the

exhibition at the Adams-Danysh Galleries, due to the controversy raging
at the time, was somewhat brief and noncommittal, as follows: The San
Francisco Call-Bulletin of June 30, 1934, with an accompanying
illustration:

Aerial View UCSF Campus, circa 1930s - http://digital.library.ucsf.edu/
“From Lehrhaus Judaica, Jewish Learning Since 1974:28
Ruth Gottstein
Ruth Gottstein, Bernard Zakheim's older daughter at 90 years
old, vividly remembers the days of the 1934 San Francisco
general strike, and what it looked like walking with her father
through a silent city—no streetcars, no autos, no people. And
more—visiting her father while he and 24 other artists were
painting their incredible murals at Coit Tower—the smell of the
28

www.catalogue.lehrhaus.org

wet plaster, the scaffolds, and the activity in that tiny space. Diego Rivera and
his wife, Frida Kahlo visiting Ruth's family in the Haight Ashbury district in the
1930s. And then, the opening of the Tower delayed by the general strike
because of fear of what might happen. Gottstein is publisher emerita (this is
correct word!) of Volcano Press. Her son Adam is now publisher, and they have
produced Coit Tower San Francisco: Its History and Art, written by Masha
Zakheim, sister, in an updated edition.”
“Meanwhile the controversy over the Coit Tower murals continued due
to state of semi-hysteria resulting from the coast-wide maritime strike. The
edifice remained closed; the San Francisco Art Commission remained
adamant; and the artists became divided into two camps. An insight
into the situation may be gleaned from the fact that the “Red Squad” of
the San Francisco Police Department visited the headquarters of the
Artists and Writers Union and actually unveiled works of sculpture and
sought to find behind paintings on display there perhaps bombs or other
anarchistic evidence of the “violence” said to be fostered among the
unemployed and younger artists. Not since the order for the immediate
arrest of the author of Lysistrata,” by the Captain of the Los Angeles
morals squad, and a search of the city conducted for the two thousand
year dead Aristophanes, was police stupidity more clearly
exemplified…”
“Not withstanding the fact that the thirty serious minded artists were
attempting to express and interpret the times in which they lived, which
after all is the accepted function of fresco painting as defined by
America’s foremost art critic, Thomas Craven, their efforts were not only
subject to extreme criticism from the very sources from which
encouragement should have been forthcoming, but also were subject
to ridicule…”

Aerial View Coit Tower, San Francisco
( www.google.com/maps )

Zakheim, Coit Tower Fresco, “the Library Scene” 1934

“American Artists Congress: With the conclusion of the maritime
strike, public tension eased. Certain changes were made in the Wight
murals, and the doors of the Coit Tower were opened to the public on
October 20, 1934. While the public thronged to view the paintings, they
came with prejudiced opinions much of which lasts to the present day.
The effect of the hullabaloo on Zakheim was like water on the back of a
duck. Soon after the competition of the Public Works of Art Program,
the Artists and Writers Union disintegrated, due to internal dissension.

Once again the artists were where they started, facing inadequate
relief.”29
Artists behind Coit Tower murals deserve praise
By Ruth Gottstein and Jon Golinger30
San Francisco Examiner, Tuesday, April 29, 2014
http://www.sfexaminer.com/sanfrancisco/artists-behind-coit-tower-muralsdeserve-praise/Content?oid=2784361
Makeover of SF’s Coit Tower nears completion:
Restoration of San Francisco tourist hotspot Coit Tower underway as Painting
conservators Gregory Thomas, wearing magnifying glasses, James Brenstein and
Anne Rosenthal work on the restoration of the murals located on the ground floor
of the tower. Thomas, Brenstein and Rosenthal worked on the restoration efforts 26
years ago.
Two years ago, the people of San Francisco took a monumental step to protect
the city landmark called Coit Tower and its famous New Deal-era fresco murals. In
June 2012, San Francisco voters approved a historic ballot measure that required
The City to take action to protect Coit Tower and its famous fresco murals from
falling into further decay and disarray.
Despite a well-funded opposition campaign led by short-sighted individuals who
attempted to portray efforts to preserve Coit Tower as some elitist crusade, voters
from every section of The City voted to keep Coit Tower open to the public, rather
than closed for private events, and to prioritize funds generated from visitors for its
preservation. We are so encouraged that the people of this entire city recognized
the value of this special place, and we are absolutely thrilled that their votes led to
the $1.7 million Coit Tower restoration project that is nearing completion. We will
be cheering when the doors to Coit Tower reopen in the next few weeks so the
public can once again see Lillie Hitchcock Coit’s gift to San Francisco in all its
glory.
However, it is troubling that so little attention has been paid in the news releases
and media coverage about the Coit Tower renovation to the 25 artists without
whom the murals would never have existed in the first place.

29 Hemingway, Andrew: “Artists on the Left, American Artists and the Communist Movement, 1926 –
1956, Yale University Press, Literary Digest 1934.

Ruth Gottstein is the daughter of Coit Tower artist Bernard Zakheim and the publisher of “Coit
Tower San Francisco: Its History and Art.” Jon Golinger is the founder of Protect Coit Tower.
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They are the four women and 21 men who worked efficiently and cooperatively in
the first six months of 1934 to cover 3,691 square feet of the interior walls of Coit
Tower with the first public works of art funded under the New Deal. Against the
tumultuous backdrop of the Great Depression, and with a massive general labor
strike taking place in San Francisco at that very moment, these 25 artists were
nonetheless able to view San Francisco and California through a prism of
optimism. With the broad charge to create art depicting the theme of “Life in
California,” the Coit Tower painters brought their very different backgrounds,
perspectives and skills to work every morning to blend the reality on the streets
they saw and the hopeful future they believed in into 22 fresco murals and five oil
paintings that are so collaborative many people mistakenly believe they were all
created by a single artist.
Identifying the artists is important because they were individuals who worked hard
to practice their craft with results that have enlightened generations of visitors to
Coit Tower and illustrated the immeasurable and lasting benefits that publicly
funded art can produce. Furthermore, we have uncovered some fascinating
documents from the Smithsonian’s Archives of American Art that record the details
of the Coit Tower art project, down to the exact amount each artist was paid for
his or her contribution. According to the original Coit Tower project papers stored
at the Archives of American Art, the entire mural project cost just $26,022, which
was entirely paid for by federal funds through the Public Works of Art Project and
supplemented by the State Emergency Relief Administration. The city of San
Francisco paid nothing and got the murals for free.
The individual Coit Tower artists were paid approximately $1 per hour for the mural
project — each artist earned an average of $639 for creating these historic
artworks — and completed the job on budget and on schedule. Who the artists
were and what they did before and after coming together for the Coit Tower
mural project is a fascinating and colorful story. Here, we simply want to introduce
the master artists who created the frescos at Coit Tower and encourage all
interested to find out more.
The Coit Tower painters were Maxine Albro, Victor Arnautoff, Jane Berlandina, Ray
Bertrand, Ray Boynton, Ralph Chesse, Rinaldo Cuneo, Ben Cunningham, Mallette
Dean, Parker Hall, Edith Hamlin, George Harris, William Hesthal, John Langley
Howard, Lucien Labaudt, Gordon Langdon, Jose Moya del Pino, Otis Oldfield,
Frederick Olmsted Jr., Ralph Stackpole, Suzanne Scheuer, Edward Terada, Frede
Vidar, Clifford Wight and Bernard Zakheim.
We thank these talented artists, along with Lillie Hitchcock Coit, for the beautiful
gift they gave to every San Franciscan and to countless visitors from around the
world. And we are so grateful to the people of San Francisco for taking action by
voting for Proposition B in 2012 to ensure that the Coit Tower murals are restored,
protected and once again made available for free for all to see for years to

come.
This seemingly dizzying list of Federal, State and City Relief Agencies was necessary
in order for this author to clarify the circumstances under which Bernard Baruch
Zakheim received the assistance required in creating the UCSF frescoes in Toland
Hall. A copy of the Certificate of SERA Work Assignment is copied below.

U.C.S.F. - Cole Hall
Zakheim Frescoes by Dr. Chauncey Leake
UCSF Student Newspaper, Synapse, Vol 7, No. 7, 19 April 1968:

“Editor: 1 am writing to add a bit to "The Tale of the Zakheim frescoes"
which was so interesting a feature of your April 8 issue. These frescoes
are attracting wide attention. The panel representing the development
of [Cole Hall] rational medicine is to appear on the front cover of the
issue of the Journal of American Medical Association, which will contain
the program for the June meeting of the American Medical Association
in San Francisco.
It was Dr. Isabella Perry, in 1935, who suggested that we might
obtain funds from the Public Work Administration for some artwork

around our campus. At the time, during the midst of the great
Depression, there was little artistic activity around our campus. We were
developing the humanities, particularly through an effort in the History
and Philosophy of the Health Professions.
We were able to secure the interest of the WPA and arranged with
Bernard Zakheim, the brilliant and then young pupil of Diego Rivera, to
attempt fresco decoration on the blank walls of the large auditorium on
the top floor of the old yellow brick Medical School building. This
auditorium had been named Cole Hall in honor of Beverly R. Cole (18291901); who had been Dean of the Medical School, and later president of
the "Affiliated Colleges," the location for which on Parnassus he had
obtained in cooperation with Adolph Sutro, then mayor of San Francisco.
Cole was President of the American Medical Association in 1896 and
1897, when the original 4 buildings of the "Affiliated Colleges" were
built and dedicated on Parnassus.
Bernard Zakheim decided to contrast the irrational superstitious and
highly emotional approach to sickness and health, which had been
characteristic of medicine for so many centuries with the more direct,
cool and clear-cut straight-line scientific approach characteristic of our
times…”
The exhibit was in the old Pharmacology Laboratory, which was on the
top floor of the Medical School building on the East side opposite Cole
Hall. It may be interesting to identify. [This scene is depicted in the Cole
Hall fresco, “Rational Medicine].
As far as my faulty memory goes, who the various people actually were:
beginning in the upper left and moving across the representations were:
Francis S. Smyth, Professor of Pediatrics, and later Dean; Eric Ogden,
Associate Professor of Physiology, and later associated with Ohio State
University and NASA; Robert S. Stone » (1895-1966), Professor of
Radiology; J. B. de CM. Saunders, Professor of Anatomy, and later
Chancellor; Joseph Hamilton (1907--1957), Associate Professor of
Radiation Biology, and then on the next line, the psychiatrist was
probably Milton Lennon (1877 - 1965). The nurse with the white waterboard hat was Phyllis Wrightson, who was Zakheim's assistant and later
his wife, and the mother of Nathan and Matthew Zakheim; Edward Shaw,
Professor of Pediatrics; Willard Fleming, Professor of Dentistry, and later
Chancellor; Isabella Perry, Associate Professor of Pathology; and then
dropping down, there is I [Dr. Chauncey Leake], who was Professor of

Pharmacology and of the History of Medicine, and Librarian. Beneath me
is K. F. Meyer, Professor of Microbiology and Director of the Hooper
Foundation I for Medical Research; then Benedict Abreu, (1913-1965);
Research Associate in Pharmacology, and later Professor of
Pharmacology at the University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston;
Nilkanth Phatak, Research Associate in Pharmacology in the University of
Oregon Dental School. The anesthesiologist whose face is just
detectable was Arthur E. Guedell (1893-1956) and a pioneer American
anesthesiologist. The surgeon represents Glenn Bell, Professor of
Surgery, the Nurse assisting him was Mildred Newton, and in the lower
left hand corner, the children's teacher was Hulda Thelander, Professor
of Pediatrics and the two boys were representations of my sons,
Chauncey Jr., and Wilson, the latter now practicing anesthesiology in
Seattle.”

“Superstitious Medicine” – Cole Hall 1935

Zakheim-“Superstitious Medicine” – Cole Hall 1935
Image Key-Code

“Rational Medicine” - Cole Hall 1935

“ Rational Medicine” - Image Key

U.C.S.F. – TOLAND HALL FRESCOES
History of California Medicine Articulated in Art
As Designed and Rendered by Bernard Baruch Zakheim31, 1935-1939

Google Aerial Map, UCSF Toland Hall

Official Map of UCSF http://nursing.ucsf.edu/maps-directions-0

See Appendix: In 1939, Bernard Zakheim self-published brochure about the Toland Hall murals. It
was co-authored with Dr. Chauncey Leake, Dean of Pharmacology, UCSF School of Medicine; and
Zakheim's sculptor colleague, Beniamo Bufano. The manuscript is out of print. Only one used copy
was found online, which was a signed copy given to Zakheim’s friend, Erkhard Rostlund, Associate
Professor of Geography, University of California, Berkeley (1940).
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Toland Hall is located in the U.C. Building, Parnassus Avenue, San Francisco.
In conceptualizing an artistic plan that would depict the transition from magical
and medieval medical practices to modern scientifically based medical
education, Bernard Zakheim and Phyllis Wrightson read extensively on the subject.
As well, Dr. Chauncey Leake, Dean of Pharmacology, UCSF School of Medicine,
encouraged the artists in their pursuits. With the introduction of the previous pages,
we are now prepared to take a more insightful inspection of the murals and the
allegory devoted to the evolution of medicine in California. For benefit of readers, I
placed copies of the excerpts from the previously written material in the
“Introduction” to this manuscript by Dr. Charles Singer32 and Dr. Henry Harris.33
Beginning with his first commission to paint the Cole Hall frescoes at UCSF, the
recognition of the genius of Bernard Zakheim to display in art what they all
acknowledged in the transformation of medieval medical practices to
scientifically based medical education at UCSF, Dr. Chauncey Leake, Dean of
Pharmacology, UCSF School of Medicine and fellow artist and sculptor,
Bernard Zakheim Frescoes
From Robert S. Sherins, MD, UCSF School of Medicine, Class of 1963, continued
from page 159…
In establishing the first Medical School of the state-supported University of
California, several imperatives were recognized. The State of California, the
Regents of the University of California and the leadership of the School of
Medicine became partners in establishing an official State Board of Examiners in
Medicine, Dentistry, Nursing and Veterinary Medicine, which created the first
standards of medical education and professional credentials in California. The
superb staffing of the medical school and the highest standards set in place
resulted in a degree of excellence from which the modern UCSF has continued to
uphold and excel. The outcomes from scientific research became the basis of
medical teaching and practice, which has gained worldwide acclaim for UCSF.
Great efforts were expended to remove the unlicensed medical practitioners and
imposters from California.
Bernard Zakheim sought to display in his art the transition from ancient and
medieval medical practices to research and scientifically based medical
education and practices at the U.C. Medical Department of the 20th century. The
first 2 of the frescoes were completed in Cole Hall (1935): “Superstitions” and

Dr. Charles Singer, MD, D.Litt: University of London, London, England, Introduction to the Henry
Harris publication, “The California Medical Story.”
33 Harris, Henry MD, “California’s Medical Story, A thrilling and Fascinating Narrative of the Turbulent
Growth of Medicine in California From the Time of the Indian Preies,” Charles C. Thomas, Publisher,
Springfield, Illinois & Baltimore, Maryland, 1932.
32

“Rational Medicine.” Toland Hall, named after the first Chief of Surgery, Dr. Hugh H.
Toland, was then selected for placement of the next 12 frescoes. Among all of the
explanations and descriptions of the philosophical meanings depicted in the
murals, I discovered that none was more perceptive than the erudite comments
that were written in the introduction by Charles Singer, M.D., D.Litt.34 and the
exceptional explanations of Henry Harris, MD, “California’s Medical Story.”35 I have
excerpted remarks from both authors. When completed, the Zakheim frescoes
became a California historic treasure in San Francisco and also for our nation.
In a WPA abstract, “California Art Research,” Miss Phyllis Wrightson, an assistant
painter working with Bernard Zakheim, wrote an invaluable essay entitled, “Health
Center Murals.”36 She also helped to place the cartoon drawings onto the plaster
walls for Zakheim in preparation for painting the final images. Joseph Kelly made
preparation and application of the marble dust plaster put directly onto2 prior
layers of plaster, which were applied over the brick walls of Toland Hall. Phyllis
Wrightson and Leon Bibel also transferred the cartoon drawings to the wall and
added many parts of the paintings and frames.

Portrait of the artist, Bernard Baruch Zakheim, 1920s

Singer, Charles, MD, D.Litt. University of London, London, England.
Harris, Henry, MD, “California’s Medical Story,” Associate Clinical Professor of Medicine, University
of California; Chief of Medical Department, San Francisco Polyclinic, Charles C. Thomas, Publisher,
Springfield, Illinois; Baltimore, Maryland, 1932.
36 Hailey, Gene, “California Art Research Project, San Francisco Public Library, MARCXML, Abstract
from WPA Project 2874, O.P. 65-3-3632, 1937.
34
35

In the preparation of a fresco, Bernard Zakheim (foreground) and his assistants
created a storyboard of drawings, trial sketches and drafts of paintings as shown in
this image. Considerable work had to be completed prior to applying any paint to
the wet plaster wall. Several assistants were required in the preparation and
painting phases because once the plaster was prepared and wet, the fresco had
to be completed within a 12-hour period of time. Afterwards, the plaster was no
longer able to accept paint without crystallization of the pigment instead of the
normal process of absorption and imbedding of the pigment into the plaster,
which eventually became unified as limestone.
Fresco Process
By Nathan Zakheim, Los Angeles, California, May 12, 2014
•

A “story-board is a series of conceptual sketches created to help the artist
craft an overview of the entire mural series. In this way, the artist can easily
imagine the continuity of his overall work of art.

•

A Life size sketch called a "cartoon" is generated and includes outlines of
each compositional element for each panel.

•

The substratum of the wall, such as brick or stone blocks, is carefully coated
with a "brown coat" of conventional plaster (or conventional plaster mixed

with a small amount of cementatious material for added strength.
•

The second coat of plaster is called the "Arriccio" layer, and is composed of
conventional plaster mixed with sand and a small amount of lime plaster.

•

When the Arriccio layer has been applied and it has cured, the "cartoon" is
placed over the entire mural surface. (The "cartoon" will have been
previously perforated along the outlines of the compositional elements of
the mural using a "rowella" or "spur-like" tool).

•

The sketch is placed on the mural surface, and the perforated lines are
“pounced” with a cloth pouch containing red or blue finely powdered
pigment. When the design transfer is complete, the plasterer applies pure
slaked lime plaster mixed with finely ground marble dust to a very small area
of the mural surface limited to the amount of surface that can be
completed by the artist within a twelve hour period of time. The lime plaster
sets and cannot be further worked after approximately 12 hours of chemical
transformation and drying. The “intonaccio” is the very smooth (and
sometimes even burnished) layer of wet plaster, on which the artist will apply
pure mineral pigments suspended in water. This section of wet plaster, often
not more than one square foot in size, is called the artist's "Giornato" or area
allocated for twelve hours of application of water-borne pigment to the
ever calcifying lime plaster surface of the Garnett.

•

Once the plaster of the "Giornata" has begun to really harden (after
approximately twelve hours of working time for the artist) nothing more can
be done in the realm of "Fresco Buono". Many artists (including
Michelangelo and much later, Orozco) would go on further, using fresh lime
plaster and marble dust in dilute form mixed with pure fresco pigments to
"go over areas that they did not find to their liking. Sometimes a fresco artist
would mix blacks or other dark pigments with tempera medium and simply
paint over the "Giornata" to enhance contrast. White was sometimes also
used to "ramp up" highlights. (All of this is "secco" (dry) application of paint
rather than pure "Buono," which requires the "Giornato" to be still wet
enough to accept pure pigment in water and absorb the pigment).

NOTE:
The application of pigment suspended in water (described in the article below)
required that the brush strokes be repeated as many as a dozen times each, due
to the fact that when the soaked pure pigment reached the wet or damp lime
plaster (intonaccio) it would immediately become absorbed into the wet or damp
plaster, thus making a bold colorful line or flat colored area pastel within minutes.
This occurred for the simple reason that the pigment (microscopic "rocks" of color)
would sink down into the body of the plaster, thus diluting the potency of the line
or colored area.

For this reason fresco seen in cross section would show much of the pigment under
the surface of the fresco plaster, rather than on top of it as in Fresco Secco, Oil
Painting or Tempera Painting. Rejection of the Garnett might occur for a variety of
reasons.
•

The Garnett simply did not "fit" with the balance of the completed
fresco.

•

For some reason or other, the pigments sank beyond repair,
leaving the Garnett pale and understated looking. (Perhaps a late
dinner with an extra glass of wine brought the artist back to his
Fresco too late to remedy the situation?)

•

Various colors applied throughout the working day did not
combine well as the plaster set, leaving a blotchy or mis-colored
area that could not be reversed.

•

"Pentimento" - the artist simply changed his mind regarding that
area of the fresco, and decided to re-do it with another concept
in mind. (if compositional, such "Pentimenti" might involve the artist
chopping out other previously completed areas of the fresco, to
make room for his new compositional alteration).

It can be understood that as the plaster begins to "set" the rate of deep absorption
decreases, to the degree that toward the end of the (12 hour) working span, the
applied wet pigments basically stay near or even on the surface of the mural
surface, thus making decisive brushwork later in the day more likely to endure the
setting (also drying) process. Premature drying was prevented by spraying the
working surface of the Giornatti with a fine spray atomizer, which kept the "liming
process" in progress, without drying out the plaster, which would result in a very
weak plaster surface.
The medium of Fresco far pre-dates classical European art, such as Fra Angelico
and Giotto, although techniques have varied over the ages. There are ancient
frescoes in Pompeii, Israel, 16th Century India etc. painted to embrace the obvious
virtue of the medium in that once painted, the fresco is not subject to any of the
physical liabilities inherent in oil, casein, egg tempera, gum tempera, etc. Another
advantage is that the support for fresco is solid masonry, and not subject to the
obvious determents of wood panels, metal panels, canvas, leather, paper, etc.
Fresco is a "stand alone" medium, and unless attacked by volumes of water, acid
(eats the lime plaster, even when it becomes lime-stone) or physical impact, it is
unlikely to ever be destroyed, even when buried in the desert sands, or in caves or
a ruined edifice.
There are examples of fresco extant that actually defy the comprehension of
those who study ancient fresco, what to speak of modern fresco. I have actually

seen such frescoes and studied the means by which they had become so
extraordinarily sound.
The secret lies in the "grinding" of the fresco plaster.
It should be noted that when lime slaked for five years is combined with marble
dust, it must be ground together with a mortar and pestle until it has reached a
satisfactory chemical integration to properly set after being applied as Garnett to
the wall. Some artists used finely ground lime plaster/marble dust, and others a
much more coarse combination. (Diego Rivera and Bernard Zakheim tended
toward the fine or medium fine, whereas Jose Clemente Orozco and other
Mexican artists tended toward a rougher and coarser mixture.
The finest examples of fresco plaster that I have ever had the pleasure to view had
been painted in Ancient India. There are even examples of five hundred year old
Indian frescoes that also met with that ancient standard, although in the post
Mogul and British Raj occupations, such example of fineness are few and far
between. Modern fresco plaster can be combined in a matter of hours, whereas
this ancient technique required days and even weeks of constant mixing to reach
its astonishing peak potential for strength.
The science is very simple. Chemical reaction between the carefully slaked lime
plaster and the marble dust increases in inherent strength in direct proportion to
the fineness of the particulate matter. Essentially, the finer the lime plaster/marble
dust amalgam is rendered, the more molecular surfaces are made available for
chemical interaction (and in this case, chemical bonding). The resulting
completed fresco is shiny and burnished, and can withstand the torrential
Monsoon rains, as well as all other endangerments for endless centuries at a time.
There is an anecdote that comes from the creation of the Taj Mahal, which was
build on the structure of a much older Vedic Temple only a few centuries ago.
The story goes like this: A craftsman was sitting on the ground with a basin of
plaster in front of him. He worked 24/7 on this bowl of plaster, and attracted the
attention (and ire) of an inexperienced foreman of the Taj Mahal project. The
foreman (using choice words) accused the craftsman of being a "slacker" and told
him that he should do something "productive".
Without saying a word, the workman stood up, took a handful of his plaster mixture
and threw a gob of it onto the beautifully detailed inlaid surface of the innersanctum marble wall of the tomb area of the Taj.
(The marble surface had been painstakingly cut out to admit small exquisitely
shaped and polished bits of Tourmaline, Jasper, Lapis Lazuli, Cornelian, Malachite,
and various grades of Amber and Topaz that formed wonderful floral patters,
scenes etc.

In the rush of high-pressure construction of the Tomb, no one paid much attention
to the gob of plaster stuck to the lovely inlaid marble wall. That is, until the end!
When all the work was completed, and the tomb ready for the body of Mumtaz
Mahal, the cleanup crew were told to remove the "gob" of fresco plaster from the
beautiful inlaid marble wall.
Well, no one could do it! It had become so hard that there was no metal tool that
could even successfully chip the "gob" or reduce it in size! After all attempts had
failed, the whole underlying section of inlaid marble wall had to be replaced (A
section of at least ten feet by 20 feet) a process that no doubt took many days (if
not weeks) to accomplish, and this wonderful fresco plaster created by this
humble-appearing, but truly masterful craftsman, never got to become a part of
the Taj Mahal's finest frescoes!
A FINAL NOTE:
Not only must the plaster be carefully ground, but the pigments must be carefully
ground as well. A conical glass pestle on a polished marble surface is used to
prepare each of the pigments to be used in the Garnett.
The pigments are ground in distilled water, with an elliptical motion of the pestle,
and the process is continued until the pigments are almost the consistency of ink.
To his credit Bernard Zakheim took the high road (even more so than Rivera) in
creating a very finely ground lime plaster/ marble dust Garnett, and he also
arranged for his pigments to be finely ground as well.
Zakheim never added white to any of his frescos. (He likened using the natural
pristine white of the fresh lime plaster to be the equivalent of a man having sex
without a condom! In other words a "pure experience, rather than one "larded"
with contrivances such as using Titanium or some other sort of added white.)
Zakheim also did not go over any of his colors after the "Garnett" had set. For that
reason, his colors are exceptionally brilliant and use the underlying white of the
plaster in a way similar to a watercolorist using the white of the paper as his only
source of white.
Another Fresco term is "Scraffiti". This is a line drawn with an agate scribe to outline
parts of the design to be contained within the Garnett. (Once the Garnett has
been plastered. the “pounced” outline of the Cartoon is no longer visible. It is
interesting to observe that a given "Scraffito" may not even be close to the final
painted image in the area of the Garnett.
Most Frescoes using Scraffiti show these incised lines wandering inside the figures
they were meant to define. Rather than detract from the "perfection" of the
finished fresco, these incised lines always add a sense of flair and spontaneous
inclusions that actually make the fresco "come alive".

Bernard Zakheim did not always use Scraffiti, but a close examination of the Coit
Tower Murals will reveal the varied Scraffiti techniques used by the Coit Tower
artists, as well as the fineness or coarseness of the plaster specified by these artists.
Few, if any of the Coit Tower Artists used overprint, as they were influenced by
Rivera, who seldom, if ever, used overpaint. From the point of view of Fresco
Technique, the Coit Tower represented a "Purist" point of view.

Bernard Zakheim – circa 1937
Frescoes being painted over the cartoon drawings, UCSF Toland Hall37
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From San Francisco Public Library: http://sflib1.sfpl.org/

Bernard Zakheim painting a fresco at UCSF Toland Hall

Official opening of the UCSF Toland Hall Frescoes, 1939.
Phyllis Wrightson (left center) artistic assistant; Bernard Zakheim, artist (right
center). The 2 other gentlemen are unidentified.

Robert and Marlene Sherins Tour Zakheim Artworks at UCSF
May 5, 2014

From the UCSF Medical Alumni Magazine, Vol. 48, No. 2, Fall 2007:
“This panel is a tribute to the achievements of the Hooper Foundation
for Medical Research in the application of the biological sciences to the
problems of medicine and public health.”

Dr. Lucy M. F. Wanzer, first woman to be admitted to the University of California
Medical Department (1873) and first woman graduate (1876) is depicted in this
fresco in the left lower corner (red dress). Dr. Beverly Cole, Dean of the U.C.
Medical Department made initial and very derogatory remarks trying to dissuade
Lucy Wanzer from her choice to become a physician in the previously all-male
world of doctors. He requested the assistance of his medical staff and the students
to continually harass Wanzer at every opportunity, which she took within her stride
to resist with elegance and grace. One day, Dean Cole suggested to her that he
should remove her ovaries, which would resolve the matter of gender among his
students. She replied that his idea was okay, but that she wanted to first remove his
testicles. In the above fresco (left), Dr. Lucy Wanzer is holding in her lap 2
specimens: testicles and ovaries. At her feet is the sign depicting her medical
degree from U.C. Medical Department, 1876.
Dr. Wanzer was admitted as the first woman member of the San Francisco Medical
Society and became the first woman president a few years later. She had a
distinguish medical career in San Francisco, serving as pediatrician, attending staff
at Children’s Hospital, pro-bono support of an orphanage, and medical lecturer.

Robert S. Sherins, MD, UCSF School of Medicine, Class of 1963
Manuscript Author Touring Toland Hall Frescoes, May 5, 2014.
Dr. Lucy Wanzer Depicted holding the testicles and ovaries in her lap.

Fresco Image Attesting to Medical Degree of Lucy M F. Wanzer, 1876.

Excerpts from Anthony W. Lee: “Painting on the Left, Diego Rivera, Radical Politics,
and San Francisco’s Public Murals,” University of California Press, Berkeley,
California, 1999:
“…From southern California medical history: a shamanistic ceremony;
the Portola Expedition, whose members suffered from scurvy (1789);
the trapper James Ohio Pattie, who introduced a vaccination against
smallpox during the great 1828 San Diego epidemic; and the physicians
of old Los Angeles in the mid to late nineteenth century...”

Excerpts from the UCSF Medical Alumni Magazine, Vol. 48, No. 2, Fall 2007:
“Z AKHEIM ’ S STORY BEGINS IN THE CENTER OF THE BACK WALL , WITH THE
HISTORY OF MEDICINE IN N ORTHERN C ALIFORNIA WRAPPING AROUND THE
ROOM TO THE LEFT , AND SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA WRAPPING TO THE RIGHT. PART OF
THE BEGINNING PANEL CAN BE SEEN HERE WITH A NATIVE AMERICAN GREETING THE
MORNING SUN. THIS IMAGE ALSO DEPICTS SIR FRANCIS DRAKE SUPERVISING THE AUTOPSY
OF HIS YOUNGER BROTHER, AND NATIVE AMERICANS OFFERING TO PADRE JUNIPERO
SERRA THE THREE MOST SIGNIFICANT HERBS CONTRIBUTED BY CALIFORNIA TO MODERN
MEDICINE: MOUNTAIN BALM, SACRED BARK AND GUM PLANT.”
From Phyllis Wrightson:
“The story told by the murals begins with the domestic life and hygiene
of the California Indians. A young Indian, symbolizing his race, reaches
out in greeting to the sun as he dries (right).”

Professor Chauncey Leake, Chair UCSF Department of Pharmacology
Dr. Leake holds bricks of a Mason and Architect of the Fresco Project 1935-1939

Corrupt California Governor Gage; Plague in San Francisco

Depicted in Fresco is San Francisco Mayor Adolph Sutro
Gifting Regents of University of California with 26-Acres of Mt. Parnassus Land
Holding Plans for Development of the “Affiliated Colleges of U.C., 1898
---

Toland Hall Frescoes – “A Cover Up” – 1948
News Media Controversies Aired
In 1948, led by the Chief of the Department of Neurosurgery, Professor Howard
Nafziger, The Toland Hall frescoes were wallpapered over and in many areas the
walls were covered again with added layers of oil paint. Dr. Nafziger orchestrated
the “Cover Up”. I discovered several articles in the UCSF Student Newspaper,
Synapse, which exposed the offensively near destruction of the murals. In 1962,
with the urging and financial support of the Alumni Association of the School of
Medicine, Nathan Zakheim, who is a master art conservator, was hired to restore
all of the frescoes. The following articles excerpted from the Synapse are
presented, “for the record.”

Robert Sherins, Medical Student (Upper Left)
Toland Hall Frescoes Hidden By Wallpaper & U.C. Regent’s Portraits, 1962

Robert Sherins, Medical Student (Upper Left)
Hidden Fresco Identified (Red Marque), 1962

Bernard Zakheim
Life At “Farm Arts” – Sebastopol, California

Bernard Zakheim Farm Arts & Apple Orchard
9790 O’Connell Road, Sebastopol, California

Bernard Zakheim lived here after his marriage to Phyllis Wrightson; Nathan and
Matthew were born in Sebastopol, 1943 and 1945. The town of Sebastopol is a few
miles west of Santa Rosa, California, and was part of an apple-growing region of
California, particularly of Gravenstein apples. Importantly, Sebastopol was an art
colony, which served the family well to continue their work as artists after
completing the UCSF Toland Hall frescoes in San Francisco.

Phyllis Wrightson, Artist Assistant to Bernard Zakheim
Researcher of UCSF Toland Hall Historic Murals
Married Bernard Zakheim, 1941, Sebastopol, California

Bernard Zakheim Artworks, 1940s

“Lean-To”, Farm Arts, Sebastopol, California, 1940s

“Home At last” – Farm Arts, Sebastopol, California, 1940s

Farm Arts Landscape

Mineola, Texas

Landscape

Lady Cloaked, 1940

Bathing In Forest

Florence Nightingale, Tile Mosaic

Zakheim, Furnaces of Lublin, Poland, 1946

Zakheim, Nazis Soldiers Torment Rabbi, 19

Baba Yar Massacre

Handwriting On The Wall

Polish Cattle Car Used to Transport Jews to Concentration Camp
Zakheim, 1946

Haganah (Israeli Guerilla Militia) at Rest,

Zakheim, 1948

Israeli Funeral, 1948

Exodus to Israel, 1949

Defense of Israel, 1949
Jewish Patriots in American Revolution

1940

Zakheim, 1940

Colonel Solomon Bush of Charleston with his corps of Jewish Volunteer, 1776

General DeKalb Carried From Battlefield by Jewish American Soldiers, 1940

Chaim Solomon, Revolutionary Financier, 1940

1950s

Nude In Garden, 1950

Lady Hanging Laundry, 1950s

Hospital Allegory, 1950s

Landscape, 1950s

Big Sur, 1950s

Devil, 1950s

Band, 1950s

Cider and Rabbit Sales at Farm Arts, Sebastopol, California, 1950s
Zakheim Sculptures
Bernard Zakheim began a large series of wood sculptures portraying the evil of
the victimized European Jewry. He kept in mind the techniques of sculpture
learned in Poznan, Poland, by his old mentor, Professor Glicenstein, and
retained part of the original unaltered wood log or plank allowing the
objects to flow out from the structure. Numerous sculptures were exhibited
during those decades.

Zakheim in Studio, Sebastopol

Sculpture Mosaic, Yom Kippur Celebration

Wooden Sculpture, 1960s

“Moses” – Wooden Sculpture, 1960s

Zakheim, Jews in America

Moses Smashes the 10 Commandments
Zakheim, 1960

Zakheim, First Jewish Immigrants in America, 1650
Zakheim, 1966

First Jewish Immigrants to “New Amsterdam (New York), 1650

Zakheim, 1967

Woman With Grapes, Circa 1960s

Lady In Rose Garden

Jewish Couple

From the “Matchmaker” Yiddish Theater

Hassidic Song From the Dybouk

Seated Man

Recital

---

Bernard Zakheim Creates Artistic Monument
The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising 1944
Photography by Michelle Vignes, San Francisco, California
1968

Original Warsaw Ghetto Monument, Completed 1968
First Exhibited at Sonoma State College, 1968
Second Exhibited at Jonah Magnes Jewish Museum, Berkeley, California, 1970
Permanently Installed, Mount Sinai Memorial Park, Los Angeles/Burbank, 1973

Bernard Zakheim, Artist, Circa 1960s

Mt. Sinai Cemetery Plot Map
Zakheim Memorial (highlighted left center) – www.museumoffamilyhistory.com

Mt. Sinai Jewish Cemetery, Hollywood Hills-Burbank, California

Bernard Zakheim, Memorial to the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising, 1944
Installed, Mount Sinai Memorial Park, Los Angeles, California, 1973

Zakheim 1980s

Self-portrait of Bernard Zakheim, Drawing by Unknown Artist, 1980s

Sketch of Masha Zakheim Jewett at Opera
Bernard Zakheim, San Francisco, 1980s
California State Artist of the Year, 1984

Postscript
I wonder if under similar circumstances if I would have had Zakheim’s courage to
express such profound brilliance into art. I, among many other readers, was born in
America, privileged to receive my education in the State of California at UCLA and
UCSF, and privileged to graduate from the UCSF School of Medicine in 1963.
Bernard Zakheim was still living in California at the time I received my medical
degree. How I wish that I could have met him.
Bernard Zakheim rose above his life’s traumas to express in art his view of the sinister
forces in the world he lived. According to his son Nathan, Bernard did not like New
York and proceeded to San Francisco. He traveled to Paris to reconsider his life
path. He traveled to Florence, Italy, absorbing the art of former master. On a whim,
he went to Hungary where he learned to art of making frescoes in plaster. Back in
Paris, he met Diego Riviera and formed a lasting friendship. Rivera invited him to
stay with him in Mexico. It was in Rivera’s home that Bernard Zakheim learned from
the master himself the secrets of creating outstanding murals. Zakheim returned to
the U.S. creating immense numbers of murals, sculptures and paintings, which
involved myriad subjects of ordinary people, Jewish life, Mexican peasantry and
other art works depicting scenes of the social unrest of the era. His works attracted
great attention, sometimes too much attention. San Francisco Mayor, Fleishhacker,
intrigued by Zakheim’s work, used money gifted by the Coit family to support
construction of Zakheim’s murals in Coit tower. Zakheim painted many socialist
scenes that San Francisco newspapers exhibited readily. A great fuss was made
and Mayor Fleishhacker was quite embarrassed by the displays and political
implications.
Using genealogical resources, I was able to assemble data to provide a more
accurate timeline of the life of Bernard Baruch Zakheim. Books supplemented by
online biographies also were used to fill in other details of the artist’s life.
Undoubtedly, the most illuminating aspects of Zakheim’s life were provided by his
son, Nathan Zakheim, issue of Bernard Zakheim’s second wife, Phyllis Wrightson. I
discovered a phenomenal video on “YouTube” that was a recording of an
extensive interview by Nathan Zakheim. The interview can be seen in its entirety
online: https://youtube.googleapis.com/v/6UDtN86B6aA%26hl=en%26fs=1%26
The life and accomplishments of Bernard Baruch Zakheim can be summarized from
the research data. The copies of the documents discovered during my research
are offered as proof of the authenticity of this biography.

Obituary, San Francisco Chronicle, November 30, 1985

